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STA TF.MFNT OF PUT?PO sr.

This paper will attempt to point out the comments

or

the various travellers 1n Virginia concerning the functions
of

public houses from 1750 to lP.12.

The travellers as indi-

viduals had their prejudices, ineccurac!ee, ond contradictions,
but their remarks, on tho other hond, help to give a velueble
on the scene picture of this area of early Virginia history.
Traveller's comments on hospitality and transportation, two
areas which greatly influencea·tbo state's public houses,
will also be included to form e better perspective, and on
occasion laws, newspapers and other articles will be used
to clarify and expend various topics mentioned by the
travellers.
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THE PHYSICAL SF:I'TING:

S~~TEM

THE TRANS1'0'1T.l\TION

The Virginia public house. durinn: the pericd from
1750 to 1P12• wes not an isolated element in the state's
society but was rather an integral part of it.

sult

or

this

incorpo~ation,

As a re-

the ordinaries and taverns were

greatly influenced by the social• economic, snd
conditions the t surrounded them.

physic~l

The hospital 1 ty rmd manners

or Virginia society, the economic fluctuations that affected
tavern fees and tavern licenses, and the physical conditions
which dictated the efficiency of the transportation system,
all had their effect on the public houses.

Perhaps the most important influence on the taverns
and ordinaries was the quality of the state's
system.

transpo~tation

With good roads, brio res ond f eT"rie n, travel would

have been fairly eosy for horses,

sta~e

coaches, 8nd nrivate

carriar.i:e s, which would hove encours!'.'ed m01' e travellers who

would have brou.&rht rrreater profit to the innkeeper, but a
system of poor

ro~ds

P.m

ferries and stare coaches

br1cges with unrt311able ar.d slow
discoura~ed

trnvel ard correspond-

ingly hurt the trade of the nublic house.

tho trnnsnortntion systen wos found to be
ellers in relation to conditions

existin~

In Virr:lnia, while
~ood

by

~any

trav-

in other states,

it was still fairly rude and undeveloped in many areas.

As

2

a result of this difficulty of trensoortation meny people

would travel only for business purposes and not so frequently for pleasure, and this, of course, restricted the
number of travellers in need of public houses.

Traveller's comments on the transportation system
of Virginia, as well as their remarks on their own means of
travel, help, therefore, to put the state's taverns snd
ordinaries in their oroper oerspactiva, for although the

accommodations of many public houses were found to

off~r

few

ccnv'lniences nnd comforts and wore, et t 1mes, in poor condition, they appear, judt?ing from the traveller's accounts,
to be no worse thon the transportation system that served
them.

These

tr~veller's

descriptions of the ststa•s roads,

bridges, ferries, and sterre co9ches, for this reason, help
to explain tho conditions of the taverns and ordinaries of
Vir::l';inia.

The Hii:z:hway Sys tern

'fhe hip;hwey system in the stnte of Virr:ini13 fran 1750
to 1812 seems to have been in a ratho r precarious position.

The roads, thenaelvos, in spite of legal provisions for
supervision snd maintenance, RpneAr to hove been, for the
Most Nlrt, ncp.;lc>cten nnd rs n rosult f1.. eouently H<?'!"e filled

with holes, locl:od

bad wenther.

hi~hwny

signs, and turnr?d to nud during

The stnre coec'.1en Ann ferries Appcn:r to have

been uncel"tain nnd

1rre~ulgr,

nnn those few bridr:res

th~t

existed were dangerous and very temporary in appea-rance, while

the fords were frequently treacherous and - undopendeble •.

Yet,

in spite of these criticisms, the roads, And the transportation
system in general, appear to have been no worse than the typical roads in the rest of early America, and a few travellers

wera even impressed with the good quality of the Virginie

ron il s.
The system for sd:TI1nister1ng the roads of Virginia
went back to the seventeenth century

am

was continued with

little change from that time to the period covered in this
,

paper, 1750 to 1Pl2.

1

The basic structure of the road system

in Virginia was described in 1785 b:f "An Act Concerning Public
2
Roads." This low provided that t 11e county courts should
d 1 vi de all public roads with in their respective counties into

precincts, "• •• ond es often as it shell be necessary, appoint
a surveyor over every precinct, whose duty 1t shall be to
superintend the road in his precinct, and shall see that the

seme b e c1 earo d nnu~ k ep t 1n good repa i r.... n3 The 1 aw, a 1 so,
provided that "all male labourin.a: persons" of the

a~e

of six-

teen or over, except those with two male workinr?; slaves, one
of w11 ich could sel"ve es a substitute, must work on the roads.

1. See the act of Harch, 1661. William Wall~r Henning
(ed.), The Statutes f\t Lorge; T~einR' o Collection of All the
Laws of-vfridnie ( B1C'hmond: Printed-for the '·:ditor,-rFlO-Ie23),
rr;-10).
2•

.f!2.!i. ,

3.

Ibin., XII, 175-176.

XI I , 1 7' i -1 f! i •

4
If the worker failed to arrive at the date stated with his
proper tools, he was to be f1ned seven shillings, s1x pence
a day for each day he was absent.

1

~

The a ounty clerk was re-

sponsible for preoer1ng e yearly list of the surveyors in
each precinct 1n the county and the act, also, outlined the
standards the surveyor must follow:
Every surveyor or a road shell cause the same to be
constantly kept well cleared and smoothed, and thirty
feet wide at least; end at the fork or cross1na: of
every public road, shall cause to be erected, end kept
1n repair from t1me to time~ a stone, or otherwise an
index on a post or tree •••• ?
The act, also, required that bridges and causeways
over dems be built where needed and be at least twelve feet

wide.

The surveyor was given the power to impress the nee-

essary carriages to do the work and wns able to take the

needed materials t'rom the adjoining lends.

The value of

these materials was to be paid beck to the owner at the next
county levy.
anyone

The law, in addition, provided for fines for

damagln~

the roads, bridges, or signs and

~ave

the

justice of the pa Ace power to issue a warrant ep;ainst the
surveycr in case he failed to perform his dutles. 6
The levies designed to maintain the roads were, however, very inefficient, and to the traveller 1 t often appeared

4.

~.,

'·

-Ibid.

6.

XII,

176.

that the hlll'hwaya we!"e CC1'!1t>letely

ne~lected.

It la not

eurprl l!lin~, thererore, that He tekl ah Pri nee, • New
trnvellln~

V1r~ln1a

1n V1rl{1n1a in 1792, wrote, "The

except thoee neu•

1

city or

lar~e

bad, nnd what r•n.,n1l"R a!'e mnde are
d1ecret1on and inclination

or

h'n~lender

rotda,

tovn, are ?"!oat wretchedly
~enerally

lert to the

the alave." 7

The roads, or courao, were not ao ne ~lected na their
condition had led Prince to believe.
ti~oa,

ond

a special

encoura~ed

~eneral

The state levied, nt

levy ror the T!!a1ntenanoe or the roads

the counties to conatruct

p
quate hiahwayn.

~nere

u~

th8 counties proved

bu1ld 11:ore adeunwilltn~

or

unable to construct roa da, pr1 va to lnd1 vt duals vent encourap;ed
to ruild

t~e1'1!.

Theae oe ople were bonded to 1nNre that they

perrormed their aervtce and were restricted n1 to the
the :r cou l~ charlft.
Travellers

•~ounta

<)

ua1n~

the atate•a roads had 11.ttlo crood to

aay about thet:, !or net only ttere t'ie ro11tll1 without 11tgn1 and
difficult to follow, 'blt they were usually

able when tt rained or anowed.
trove111n:-r t"ir-:uir'i

Vtr~1nh

ren~ered

1Mn11a-

iit111la!'I Louphton Snith,

to 5outh Cerol1n11 tn 17QJ. est1-

T"lated:

7.

:!ezelc1ah Prince, "The Journel of Hezekiah Prince,"

E.

See Ccto'ber, 17f7, "Act
..£.!..!.•, XII, '1lf.

o.

P-1d.,

The ~ ~·n~larrl Ye12;1z1ne, new 11erle1, !X (F'ebru.or:r, lt~t

Htmr.1n::-, ~·

:er, 1S-f1.

or

~eeotn~

), 733.

Poads 1n Q9pa1r."

6
Some parts of the road this morning were bad, and
from the appearance of the road I imagine that it must
be impassable in winter. I had the advantage in
trave1 ling at this season of the year of having the roads
good, roads which are dreadful in winter bein~ now firm
and leve1.10
William Jenson, an Englishman visiting Norfolk in

1800, described Norrolk's streets in this manner:

"The

streets, except Main end Church Streets, are narrow, end
even these are irregular.
filthy, that even in winter
11

in passing."

Those near the water were so

too

stench was often offensive

Janson, in addition, found the streets to be

ell but impassable because of the mud:
In the winter of 1800, returnin~ to Mrs. Paterson's
boarding-house, after dark, it was necessary to cross
the main street. I was directed where to ford the mud;
but after deliberately taking my bearings, end nearly
opposite to the spot whore the Boroup;h Tavern then
stood, I found myself almost knee deep. I plunged end
le bored some t !me to extricate myself, which I could
not effect without th! loss or one of my "shoe boots. n12

Muddy roads, elso, seem to have plagued Moreau de St.
Mery, a Frenchmen visiting Virginia in
an English sotor, who travelled in

179'~,

Vi~g1n1a

and John Bernard,
1n 1799.

St.

Mery noted in hie American Journey, "The reeds leadinp; to

10. William Loughton Smith, The Joul'?lel of William
Loui:mton Smith, 1790-1791, ed. Alber~etthews ('rrimbr!dge:
The University ?ress, 1917), p. 67.
11. Charles W1111m Jenson, The 8trnnp;er in America
(London: Alblon ~-ress, 1~07), p. 32e:--

12.

~.,

p.

327.

7
Portsmouth sre mere tracks large enough for

wo~ons,

occasionally

bridged across ditches, streams or mudholes, by smell tree
tl'llnks placed close together," 1 3 end Bernard gave this humorous description of Virginia roads:
The track was certainly well-defined, in two breed
paths full of water; and where a hollow occurred, s01m
careful hand had usually filled it up with a substantial
pile of stones •••• Th1s rendered the nevi~ation of these
roads no small science since it was evident if you
escaped the breakers on one side you wer.e pretty sure
of floundering in e gulf on the other.i4
The rein, snow, and other bad weather that us uilly put

the roads in a very poor condition were not the only cause
of bad roads, for the highways frequently encountered geo-

graphic difficulties such as marshy lands and steep hills that
often created pt0blems for the traveller.

Hezekiah Prince

gave his opinion of the problem of me-rshy lends end the efforts

used to overcome them:

"From Hanover Court House to 'Richmond

the roed is over marshes, swamps, end slashes, and the oO?'du-

roy roads more tedious than the bed ones we have already passed.nl.5 Robert Hunter, en Englishman trsvellinl! through Virginia

in 17 85 and 1 7P6, gave this comment on the pro bl em of hills:

13. Moreau de St. Mery, American Journey, ed. end
trans. Kenneth Boberts end Anne M. Roberts (New~ork:
Doubleday and Company, 19li7), P• 69.

14. John Bernard, Retrosoeot1ons of America, ed.
Mrs. Ba:yles Bernard (New York: Itarper an0Brothera,·1e87),
P• 168.
15.

Prince, 2£• ~., p. 732.

8
"The roed was so extremely bed in many places thet we twice
were obliged to get out and clop our shoulders to the wheels,
to assist e restive horse tn drawing the stage up two hills;
otherw1s e we m1¢'lt have rema1 ned th ere nll

ni~ht. 1116

Not ell the h1F,hwey hazards of Virginia could be traced
to netursl problems.
in

Vi~ einie

in 1808,

A New Yorker, John Caldwell, travelling
~ave

this warninp;, "I would edviae every

traveller on this road to carry pistols, and as a preventive
is better then e cure, so to expose them to view es to deter
the

111-designin~ from making en stteck." 1 7
Si~n

mel"keT'a, or the lack of them, frequently confused

the traveller who would find several roads
forth, bl t w1 th no

si~s.

croas1n~

beck and

Isaac Weld, en Englishman travelling

through some Vir g1n1a woods, c o?Tmented in 1796, "The roads
through them ere very bnd, end so many of them cross one

16. Robert Hunter, ~uobea to Carolina in 17e5-1786,
ed. Louis B. '·"right and Y.arion TinITng (Sen HarTno: The
Huntington Library, 1~~3}, p. 262.

17. John Edwards Caldwell, A Tour Throuah Pert of
Virn:inia in The Summer of lPoe, ed.-v.'l"IITem M. ~. iraCfiar
(Richmond:- 1l'E8 Dietz Press;-!951), p. 15.

Arthur Middleton

in a lotter to his slater Catherine in ~·:n><land 1n 1793 noted
that many seam to have done whet Caldwell sugr.;ested.
!Uddleton sew on the road "Travelers on horseback, ormed with
pistols or swords, with a large blanket folded up under the
s odd le, th et they may not went a bed et n1 i:i:ht •••• " PT'1sc1lle
P. Wakefield (c0mp. ), Excursions in North Amerio a, Described
in Letters from 0 Gentleman ond HTS Youn~ eo~oen!on to

'Tne!r FrienOB"'Tn-En~l~nd (London:--Dnrton end. Hervey-;-1Po6),
p. 1i6.
-

9
another in different directions, that it is a matter of very
great dtfficulty to find the right one."

18

Caldwell, also,

ran into this problem and quipped, "I con say with truth I
have fourrl the roads in Virginia to be, as the Poet repre-

sents the ways of
in errors'. " 1 9

P~vidence,

•puzzled in mazes ena perplexed

One must keep in mind, however, that the roads in all
the United States at this time were very poor and many
travellers were impressed by the state's roads when they were

compared with others in different ere es of the nation.

Isaac

Burr, travelling in northern Virginia in 1805, noted that the
people of Virginia "have excellent roads, n 20 while the well
travelled Frenchman, the Duke de La
gave this opinion in 1796:
throu~hout the state. n 21

Rochefoucau~

Liancourt,

"The roads are in general good

While travellers often found the roads to be in poor
condition, they frequently faced even

gre~ter

problems in

18. Issac Weld, Travels throu~h the states of North
America, and the 7rov1nces of ~ and LoW'er Cenadi"; aurinci:

the

tears-r79~1

96, and

1'797--rrfrs~ditlon; London:

1Trn ed foF°"JOhn~ckcraie;-1'5Tccadilly, 1799), pp. 90-91.
19.

Caldwell,~·

<'it., p. 'il.

20. Issac Burr, "Diary of Isaac Burr," ed. Doniel
Swift Burr, ~ Journal of American History, III (1909), p. 4!l9.
21. Duke De La Rochefouceul~-Liancourt, Travels Through
the United States of North Amer1cA (London: Printed by T.
USVidson, Lombard street, Fleet Street, 1799), II, 121.

10
Bri~gea

crossing bodies of water.

were fRlrly rare, while

those the t did exist were often unsafe, end el thou~h the
ferries seem to have heen

rno~e

dependable, they were ueually

slow and they, also, had their dangerous aspects.

An even

greater problem was caused when neither bridge nor ferry
crossed e body of water.

When this happone d trnvellere were

required to either fo!'d the river, every dangerous orocess,

or to go miles out of their wey until they reached n hr1dge,
22
ferry or a aaf e place to ford.
Travellers were not very pleased with the hridr,es of
the pe r1od.

In l 7e6

~obert

Hunter wrote, "Some of the bridges

them, many of them being
loose end pertly ceT'r1ed ewrry with the late reins," 2 3 and
are exceedingly denRerous

crosa1n~

Isaac ,deld made e similar corr.ment in 1796 about bridges

arounn n1chmond:

"The hr1dges thrown across this river,

opnoa1te the town, have reoeetedly been carried away; it is
though"tidle, therefore, to go to the expense of a better one

22. Thomes Chapman was presented with this problem
while travelling through Virr;inie end wrote in his journal,
"findin~ neither Cannou or other Boat, we wee Obliged to
ride 3 miles da.rn the ~1ver, where we got e small float that
conveyed us & our Horses over this River •••• " Thomas Chapman,
"JouT"nel of a Journey Through the United Ste to s, l 79'5-1796,"
~ History 'Magazine, second aerie a, V (le69), 366.

23.

Hunter, op. cit., p. 262.

11
th en what e:xis ts et pre sent • "
tioned' was celled by Le

21~

The bri dp::e, which Weld men-

one of the worst end
2
most dangerous of el 1 possible bridges. " 5 This description
Roo

he foucauld;

II

by Weld shows the reason far Le 'Rochefouceulct' s comment:

The bridge leadinp: froM the south shore to the
1slnnd is built up'on fifteen lerp;e flat bottomed boats,
kept stationery in the river by stron!7, chains end anchors.
The bows of them, which ere very sharpe, are put a~ninet
the stream, end fore ond eft there is a strong beam,
upon which the piers of the bridge rest.

Between the is land am the town, the water being
shallower, the bridp,e is built upon piers formed of
square casements of logs filled with stones, To this
there is e railing, and the boeT'dS with which it is
covered ere so loose t.het it is don~erous to 25de e
horse across it. the t 1 s not accustomed to it.
The use of ferries was another method employed by
travellers to cross deep rivers end larger bodies of water.
Because of the large number of rivers in Virginie, the ferry
system seems to heve been fairly well developed, but it was,
also, s) ow, expensive, and often dnn17.erous as many travellers
note.

The lor.Q:e number of rivers especielly in eastern

Virginia often necessitatod frequent use of ferries es this
statement by Hezokieh Prince ooints out, "We crossed the

2!i. Isaac ,.,'eld, Travels thr'JUgh the atotes of North
AnPricn, onn the provinces of Unner and L'OWcr CnnadO';' duri~
the renrs-r'79~17q6, and 1~7 (aoco~edition; London:
FrTn ed fcr-:rDhn Stockaare-;--prccedilly, 1790), II, 18P.

25.

La Pochefoucault, on. cit., II,

26.

Weld, .£2.· cl t., II, 1ee.

- -

53.

12
ferry et Colchester on the •Occoquan', over miserable roads,
and through a more miserable, God-forsaken region of humanity
until our arrival nt Fredericksburg, where we crossed the
27
ferry and out up."
This frequent requirement of the use of
ferries was not

pleasin~

to the traveller for it not only

meant n delay, but, also, an additional expense.

The

Reverend

Thow..as Coke, an English Methodist, made this complaint on

his fir st trip to Virginia in
Ferries in this country make

17e!~,

"The innumerable large

trsvellin~

very

e~ensive

and

they charge three shillinps sterling for a night's fodder
~ deand com for the horse., "28 Moreau de st. Mer:; in 17"1!t
scribed the ferry service between Norfolk and Portsmouth in
this manner:

The need of crossin~ the Elizabeth River when coming
to Norfolk from the upper pert of Virginia or the states
situated to the east or we st, because the stages ond
even the mail-coach end their routes at Portsmouth,
brouP.:ht ebou t a special means or communication between
Norfolk and Portsmouth. This consists of six ferryboats, propelled by two men, who steer the boat by
their rnenner of rowing. Six people· travel comfortably
in the small boats, eia:ht in the othors.29
La r{ochef oucaulch was, also, pleased by the Norfolk

ferry service:

Zl.

Prince, .21?.• cit., p. 732.

28. Reverend noc tor Thoma a Coke, Extracts of the
Journals of the Reverena Doctor Coke's Five Visit st ol\mer1ca
{London: -Printed by U:--Paramore, North-Green, Wors'fi'Ip-Street,

1793), P• 29.
29.

St. Mery, .2£• cit., p.

6'5.

13
The ooromunioation between Norr olk end Portsmouth 1s
continual: it is carried on by six row-boats belonging to a company, aid by three scows in which
horses and carriages are conveniently ferried over.3°
Isaac Weld, on tho other hand, was not so impressed
with the ferry system or Virginia and gave this criticism:
It is a most irksome piece of business to cross the
terries in Virginie; there is not one in six where the
boats ere good and well manned, end it io necessary to
employ greet circumspection in orde~ to guard e~ainst
accidents which are but too common.J 1
Weld, also, described the problem of delay which often
developed with the us 8 or ferrie a:
From this town there is a regular ferry to Norfolk,
across Hampton roo1s, eighteen miles over. I was forced
to leave my hor sea here behind mo for several days, as
ell the flats belonging to the pl ace had been sent up
a creek some miles for staves, &c and they had no other
method of getting horses into the ferry boats, which were
too large to come close into shore excepting by carrying
them OU~ in these nats, end then making them leap on
board.-'
The ferries or the state were subject to regulation or
the General Assembly just as were many other areas of tho
state's system of travel such as roads, stage coaches, and
public houses.
passed "An Act

30.

La

On December 26, 1792, the General Assembly
reducin~

into one, the several sets for the

Rochefoucaul~, ~·

- -

31 • Weld, oo. cit., p. 97.
32.

Ibid.

-

cit., II,

15.
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Settlement and Regulation or Perries."33 The law listed a
large number of locations where ferries were to be constantly kept end listed special rotes for each locetion. 34
The.act then gave speciel rates for such articles as hogsheads of tobacco, which were equal to the cost or ferrying
a horse, and sheep, ~oats, and hogs, which were to cost one
fifth the rate of a horse, and if these rates were violated
the ferry owner was fined twc rlollars for each chnrge.3~ The
county court was responsible for keeping a record of the
number of boats and men employed by the ferry operator who
was required to give bond end security " ••• with condition
that he will duly keep such ferry, or cause the same to be
kept, according to law, end will give immediate passage to
all public passengers and express when
time."

r~quired

from time to

36
In order to encourage ferry keepers the law of 1792,

also, gave the operators special privileges and exemptions.

33. Collections of All Such Acts of the General
Assembly of Virgin ts of aPUOI'i c ana-vermonem-Nature, B s
are now i?l'force (Rich?Tiond: Pr!n'f:i'Cf bj Samuel Pleasent'i;
'rr!nterto the Commonwealth, ie1!i), 311.
3~.

~ ••

35.

~·· p. 320.

36. ~·

pp. 311-319.
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The ferry operator was free from county levies end ell other
public services such as "musters, constables, oleer1ng of
highways impressments and other things of like neture."3 7 In
addition if the county court found it necessary to establish
en ordinary at the ferry, the ferry keeper wee not required
to pay the ordinary license fee.

"Provided that every ferry

keeper so licensed to keep ordinary shall give bond end
security, nnd be liable to the seme penalties As other ordinary keepers."3 8 The ferry keeper furthermore was protected
from competition by e twenty dollar fine imposed on
tried to take his business.3 9

a~y

'Who

When neither bridges nor ferries existed across a
body or water, the traveller was usually forced to ford the
stream if he could.

Often this meant e trip of many miles

out of the way to find a suitable place to cross and even
the safest fording was dangerous.4° After rains or during
the winter, travellers were frequently delayed weeks while
waiting for a good time to cross

~

traacherous creek.

The

fording of almost eny creek could be difficult, and the
Reverend Thomas Coke in

37.

17e4

pointed out one of the problems,

-Ibid.

38.

~-·

pp. 320-321.

39.

-Ibid.,

P. )21.

40.

see footnotes 22 and '-J 3.
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"I had two runs or water, as they are called, to cross between
Alexandria and Colchester, which swell exceedingly on any thaw

or fall or rain." 41 Will ism Lought on Smith or South Carolina
not iced the con d!t ions necessary for a good .fording as he
travelled in Charlotte county:

"I crossed the ferry; some·

countrymen forded at the smne time, for though the river is
wide and the water deep and repid, the

fordin~

is reckoned

safe, as the exact depth can be easily ascertained end the
bottom is fine end level. "'~
trsvellin~

2

Count Cast1gl1on1, en Italian

in the state in 17f.6, was not so lucky with his

attempts at fording, and his comment points out the dangers
of the task:

At Middle River a small stream usually fordable the
year through, I found several travellers waiting r or
an opportunity to cross •••• The morning of the 29th the
good man of the house advised me that I might now cross.
A crowd of people were at the bank to see us make the
attempt. My servant stripped himself end ventured in
(on horseback) with the carriage. He had hardly left
the bank when the force or tu~ stream swept him down
and overturned the calesche. l-'

-

The Methods of Travel
The most popular method of transportation in Virginia

during the period from 1750 to 1Pl2

!il.

Coke, .2E• cit., p. 26.

li2e

Smith, .2£•

h3.

.£.!!•I

wag,

Of course, the horse.

Pe 69.

Count Castiglioni, "Count Cestiglioni, Chevalier
'M.," Travels in Virginia .!!!
Revolutionary Times, ed. A. J. Morrison (Lynoncurg: J. P.
Bell Company, 1922), p. 68.
of the Order of ~t. Stephen, P.
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The horse could best travel the poor roads end back trails

of the stnte end could move in areas that other methods of
transportation could not reach.

It woa flexible transportation

that was both r epid R?ld 1nexpen si ve, for horses were easy to

acquire, in most areas, either by rent or on loan.

Few people

walked 1n Virgin in, for the distances were too far end the
person on foot, therefore, was a rarity.

John Davie, en

Englishman, who travelled in the state in lcOl end
noted this aversion to travel on foot:

ieo2,

" ••• it was now neces-

sary to bestride a horse; for in Virginia no mon is respected
lil.t.
who travels on foot."
Devis, in addition, wrote of the popularity or horses as e meens of travel, "The Virginian, thinking it degrading to be aeon on foot, has always his ·~iding
!i5
nag saddled and fastened to the fence."
This popularity of
tho horse is commented on by Prince! "Horseback riding is
general· w1 th males and females, commonly ridinQ'. double end
sometimes thribbla. ,,4

The use

or

6

rented horses was, also, quite common in

the more populous areas, and Pobert Sutcliff, a Qunker trev-

ellina; in Virginia in 1804 and 1Po6, made this notation upon
arriving at Richmond: "Havini; business at Gouchland, at the

4'~.

John Devis, Travels of Four Years and a Half in

the United Staten

rrfst oi, 1863),

or

America (Lo?idon:---R. Edwardi,-Prrnter--;

p. J'56.

1~5.

~·· p. 367.

46.

Prince, .2!?.•

ill••

~. 731h

ie
distance of about 30 miles on

0

croos rood, I hired e horse

and rode in the course of tho day. n4? ltot nll nrens of the

state of .fared rented or post horses as W1111om Janson pointed out while travelling neer Orange Courthouse in 1800:

"A

traveller in this country must mount his waggon or walk there is no alternative - no post hornos or
be hired - no

sta~es

corr1a~eo

ere to

ever travel the rond we were determined

to pursue. " ~ 8 The rent of horses was not tho only way to ob1

t a1 n one, however, and many people were willing to lend tho

traveller e horse Al'ld the traveller, in a sort of honor syaten, would send the horse back by way of another traveller.
~obert

Sutcliff, for example, hAving missed e stage for

Alexendrie, obtained the loon of a horse from n Fredericksburg man and returned the animal in this r.:ionner:

"A

re~pect

able person at the inn beina obout to return towArdo
Froderic1rnburg, afforded an opportunity of sondini; beck
J • C• ' s h o:rse •••• "49
Althou~h

or

travel, the

the horse was the most conventional method
sto~e

was, also, quite popular, and by the be-

ginning of the period covered in this paper, regular

sta~e

service between many of the major towns of the state was

47 • Robert Sutcliff, 1'~avel s 1n Some Parts of North
America in the Years lf'0'1, llli: and l"E06~iladelpnfa: B.
- end T. K'Ite-;--!812), ? :--5!'.
Janson, .2E.•

..£.!!..,

p. 3qo.

Sutcliff, .2.£• cit., pp.

54-55.
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being maintained.

.50 Robert Sutcliff demonstrated the frequent

use of stage travel and his journal often contains such entries

as, "I set out in the mail stage for Fredericksburg ••• , n5l and
II

I

pursued my way to Richmon d 1 n the mail stage •••• 1152 The

legislature frequently encouraged

ste~e

CMners monopolies over certain routes.

lines by granting the
In May of l 7f.li 1 the

state legislature passed "An act giving Nathaniel Twining the
exclusive privilege of conveying persons in a
a

sta~e

coach for

limi tad ttr.ie, u5 3 This act 1 one of several Monopoly gr an ts,

first points out the reasons for the act:
I. Whe:reas it is r opre sented to this r:enerel assembly,
that.Nathaniel Twining hath laid out a considerable sum
of money in the purchase of sta~e coaches and horses,
for the purpose of conveying persons end their baggage
from Alexandria to Richmond, ond fr0?'11. the latter to the
former place, which is likely to prove a very great convenience to the citizens of this state and others. And
••• the said Nathaniel Twinin~ hath undertaken to keep
up and continue the said line of stages as aforesaiP, 1
in a proper end sufficient manner for three years. 5~

The act then states the riP:hts and privileges of
Twining and points out his responsibilities:

50. On June 22, 1739, there appeared an ad in the
Virginia Gazette which noted "That a Poat-Stap;e has been some
time carried on and is e till continued, from Will iemabu rg •••• "
Advertisement in the VirRinia Gazette June 22, 1739.

51.

Sutcliff, .2£• ~., p. So.

52.
53.

~., p.

si~.

~·

Rennin~,

52.
.£2• cit., XI, 395-396.
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II.

Bo it therefore enacted, Thnt tho on id r.otheniel
shall have the sole snd exclusive rl.~ht of conveying peroona in n stage conch fror. Richmond to
Alexandria, end from the lotter to the former, and to
nnd from e:ny interMedinte pleco, for end durin~ the
sold term of three years& end shall and may demnnd and
take for e ec~ p ansen~er five pc nc e per nile nnd five
pence per mile for every one hundred and fifty pounds
weir.ht or ba~goge o~gocdinq fourteon pounds conveyed
in the ste~e ooeoh.~'
Twinin~

The act, also, required Twining to paj• double the omount
asked by hitTt 1r it was more then the amount set by the legislature, end 1Mpoaed a one hundred pound fine on nny other
person who attempted to drive a

sto~e

line over the aame area.

Twining, furthermore, was required to put up one thoueond
pounds an bond to guarantee that he would maintain the line's
~6

service._,

Tho early Virginie stap,e coach, itself, was not the
most cr.mforteble vehicle, but it did offer the trevollor

BO'J!e

protection from the olementa, protected him from becOMing
lost, offered the safety of numbers, end
of secure lodi;i:inp:s.

the colonial

nte~e

~.iill
the~

brou~ht

the promi.s e

ieM Jans on RBve this deocr1ptton of

he used on e trip fror.; New York to

VirFZ1n1a in 1F01'):
This vehicle, whic~ is or the an~e conatructton
t'1rouP;hOUt the country, 1s cnlculotod to hold twelve
persor.s, who ell rit on her.ches plnced across, with
their feces tows-ds the hornea. The front seat also
holds three, one o!' wr.om ts t~e d r1 ver, and es there

55. Ibid.
56. Ible.
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are no doors et the sides the passengers get in over the
front wheels, and take their seats as they enter; the
fil"'st, of course, gets seats behind the rest. This is
the most esteemed seat because you can rest your shaken
frame against the back part of the waggon. Homen are
therefore generally indulged with it, and 1t is often
laughable to see them crawling to their scats •••• It is
covered with leather, and instead of windows, there are
flaps of'· that article, which in bad weather are let d O'Wll,
and secured by bucl::les end straps. In the summer the
straps are folded up and this is some alleviation from 5?
the repeated shocks you receive in going over roads ••••
Robert Hunter gave a
stage coach while

doscr1pt~on

travell1n~

of a slightly different

towards Suffolk:

Mr. Cuthbert got into tho Portsmouth stage, and we in
one of Twinin~' s now ones, for Suffolk. They are upon a
different construction from the northward stages, being
much lighter, smaller, arrl upon excellent springs, which
renders the traveling infinitely more agreeable. There
are only three seats~~hich hold six people, with the
driver, two ln each.~ John Melish, who travelled in Virginie in 1806, hod a
plesssnt experience with

sta~e

travel and wrote, "The day was

clear, pleasant, and healthy; and in this strain of merriment
and good humor, we prosecuted our journey much to OU!' satis ..
faction. 11 59 The group, with which Meliah travelled, enjoyed
themselves, they sang, told humorous stories,

ed off leers.

60

am

even elect-

The stage driver, also, impressed Melish who

corrnnen ted:

57.
58.

Janson, op •

.2Jl..,

pp. 171-172.

Hunter, oo. cit., p. 262.

59.

John Melish Travels in the United Strites of
America, tn the ~her3 1~06 & 1Po~-;-analP09, 1816 & 1ITT
{Philadel'Ph1S: - omas&George

60.

-Ibid.,

I, 215-216.

almer,-rc!2);-f;

~1~
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When the coach heeled to one side, he woula cnll out,
"to the right and left, and cover your flanks - whiz;"
and when we passed a stream by a ford, he would sing
out, "by the deep nine," accomginied with all the
attitudes of heavin~ the lead.
The aristocratic Virginia gentleman, Thomas Fairfax,
travellin0 to New England in 1799, had a slightly different
opinion of his driver end described whet is apparently an old
problem:
The black drivor at this house took a drink too much
••• for after dinner he drove his little horses at an
unmerciful rate, and to shew his dexterity, Actually
went down several considerable hills in full gallop.
The passengePs, who consisted chiefly of see ferin~ and
commercial men, appeared to be quite ignorant of the
risque we ran ••• To a pe~son who knew any thinrr, about
dr1vin~ e cerria~e, it was very evident, that the
smallest deviation from the track so as to encounter
even 11 very small stump or stone, and p;oing at such a
rate downhill, wm1ld hag2 hurled the whole set of us
to instant destruotion.
Fairfax, in addition, wAs not impressed with the average
stage passenger, end the aristocratic Viirginian pointed out
several unsatisfactory qualities often found in

sta~e

passen~

gers:
We had en agreeable journey so far, the Stage not
crowded, end the passengers orderly decent sort
of people, two oiroumstances rarely to be met with in
this way of travelling. Next day in the eveninp. we
got to Richmond, where I put up et the stap:e office
the Petersburg line, es I desiened to go this route.

bein~

83

-Ibid.,

61.

I, 216.

62. Thomas Fairfnx, Journal. From Vir~inia To Selem
Massachusetts, 1799 (London: Fs1r~s'i'"1:Ibrary Publ'!Cetions,

1936),

p.

63.

3.

~

~.,

p. 1.

2.3
The informality of

reguler stops, made
narily have been.

sta~e

travel• ae to schedules and

travel elower then it would ordi-

Frequent etops to

were necessary, but people
the star:-e at almoct

eta~e

alcn~ t~a

chnn~e

rend were able to stop

tiree to p;at e ride,

Dnj

slow travel even slower.

drivers and horees

n~d

this mAde the

Fa1rfAx demonstrated this infor~renkfnst

mRli ty 1n this state'l"lent, "After

I walked on till

the ste[!e should overtoke me, end when it did, I found the
rest of the

pnssen~ers

had

~on~

on board e arenll packet to

go by water.... "6'~- The slowness of stoge travel, that was

aided by euch freouent stops, is pointed out by Le Rochefouceult

who noted, "Crowded in the

sta~e hy

ten

peaeen~era

ond their

baggage, we did not B'M'ivo at n!chmond, before 11 o'clock at
night, though we had aet out from WilliarnB'burg st eirrht in

65

the mornine~

In spite of La Rochefoucoult'n difficulties with slowncss end

orowdin~,

however, hia main COr.!pln1nt still seems

to be common of passengers today:

or

all the inconveniences attending the public
1n ~merica - one the number of t~ose inconveniences is ~reet - one of the ma!t mortifying is that
they almost invariably run over the vo~y gg~st narts
of the country throuRh which they travel.
carrio~es

61-i.

~-' p. li.

65.

Le ~oehefouooult, .2£• cit., II, JO.

66.

~.,

II, 29-30.
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Many people, of course, hed their own private carriaftes
end wagons end these were frequently used in travel, especf.ally
in eastern V1rgtnta, where the roads were better end the

ground more level.
its drewbAcks.
ing end a

Travel by privcte carriage, however, had

The narrow roads frequently allowed no pass-

cerrta~e

caught behind

~

slow

movin~ we~on

often

hsd to wait hours for a chance to peas, 67 the rough roads

were another problem for they frequently ceueed broken wheels
or other demepe to the wagon, end repairs were often quite
difficult in isolated rural areas.
on the other hand, had their

The carriap;es end wagons,

edvente~ea,

for they offered

some degree of comfort and were better pl"Otected fran the
elements than wos e horse, ond they could carry more people

end equipment.

Travellers were, also, ahle to rent carriages

and wagons just as they were nhle to rent horses, and weRons
and carriages seem to have heen quite numerous.

The French

traveller, ?-!ore au St. Mory, noticed out t.e e few of them near
Norfolk in l 7Q'i:

One meets co~ches, wn~ons, and carts on these roads,
tho cnrts sometimes drawn hy yoked OY.en; nnd occostnnelly
one pessee e horse with a husband in the saddle end his
wife ridinP- behind l·rhtch l:ndtcetes thrit the horeeE: eT'e
stronger than they seem. 6
The dengers of driving D

carr!n~e

on the rough roads

of Virginia were noticed by several travellers.

made this comment in 17E5:

- -

Hunter, on. cit., p. 23e.
~t.

Mery, .2.E•

.£!.!.,

p. 69.

Robert Hunter

2S
6Q

Redfield · dl"'O'fe one or the vheel1 ll"a1n1t the 1tumi>
or a tree, ovttrtumed the cha1r, and threw h1M ccnplotely
out or 1t. The horse ran avay eoro11 the vood1 and
drnl"l'.'e~ tho t 11 te'1 ch Bir, \mode 1nr- a nl1 han~t n~ it a~ tna t
th• tree•. Hadrteld jum~•d up and pursued it on root
nnd I on hcrs .. ~nck, and w1th "~ d1 rrteu1t we 1toppnd
him. Fortunately the chatr vis not broke.7

0

Count Ca1tl1'l ioni, a 11 o, d eecrt bed the pl"'Oblema that
raced the oarrta"'e ovner:

The tollowtn .. day, hav1n~ p1aaed S!"ltth Creek, a
dsnl.".erous strea~, I cftMe 1nto tt new rond, rull or roota,
1nt1 bad frOT11 the rain bea1dea. The wheel• or the
cnlesche, wh1ch hrtd alreridy burn ~11ny t1~es repntred

broke into. hundred ptecee, ind at the rtr1t 1a1thy
I dete~1ned to ahand7~ tha voh1cle nnd contt.,~ the
journey on horseback.
Caldwell
c1rr1ave

o•~r 1

~·.,.

thla account

or

his attempt to take 1

mountainou1 ro.d naar F1nc1stle, V1rg1nta,1n

I had, however, Muoh dtrrteulty to encounter, and
assured t~at I vas the rir11t r.erson vho 1tt91l'!pted
croe11na tlie ?llountatn1 in a carrtacre, thoat Yehtcle s
be1n~ usually Bent round, while their owner• prererred
the leu dan::-erou21 T'l"ethod or rtdtnv on horu,b1ck. I
vis, hove Yer, obl 111ed to ~ ocure the a 1d or • Yery
1trong hor1e, to ••111t "Y quadruped ln haullnv O'Yer the
chn1r, 11nd arrtY.-d without acc1der.t, to
no a?":all
llU~t>riee of t'ie rl1tt0l"'I at the IP'."'1nv1. 1
v11

:.ze

6~.

Tht a ta prob" bl y the •~ J')(J ep'i Had!'hld whoae
also, r.entletied. :'he dnten, nal"'lea, and tr•Yel
areas co1nc1de. See footnote 10, chapter 1·1.
jou'!"'nnl 11

- -.£!:.•

ct~.,

pp. 2J~-2"11.

70.

Hunter, op.

71.

Caatt~ltont,

72.

C1ldvell, oo. clt., p.

-

-

~.,

pp. 6f-6q.

?5.
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Ti-avellers occasionally mention renting a carriage or
wagon to help them during their journey.

William Janson noted,

"A wagon with five horses carries thirty hundred weight, costs
2 shillings a mule. 11 73 Another traveller, Charles Copland,
wrote of travelling in a carriage and, also, mentioned renting an additional vehicle.
diary on July 17, 1796:

11

This statement appeared in his
Set out with my wife and two of our

children ••• ror the Louisa Springs,
with a pair

We travelled in a Cocher,

or

horses, and hired a small stage wagon to carry
two servant women and a part of our baggage. 1174 Samuel Allen

or

Connecticut, also, coI11?11ented on renting a wagon 1n

November of 1796:
When we arrived to Allexendria Mr. Avory round that
taking land cariag from there to Monongehaly would be
leas expense then it would be to go any farther up the
Potomac & less danger so he hir1d wagoners t~~cerry the
goods across the mountains to Morgantown •••• /
Ti-evel by sh1p was another method used by travellers.
Although 11m1ted to service between -the various port towns
in the state, ship travel was fast and efficient, end

73.

s~~ll

Janson, .2.I?.• cit., P• 390.

74. Charles Copland, "Extracts from the Diary of
Charles· Copland," William and Mar1 Quarterly, first series,
XIV (April, 1900), 217.
--75. Samuel Allen, "!Jetter of Samuel Allen to his
father Mr. Jason Allen of New London Connecticut," Pioneer
Roads and Exieriences of Travelers (Vol. II of Historic
H1qhways-ormerlca, ed':" Archer Butler Hulbert. 12 Vols.;
Cleveland, Ohio: The Arthur H. Clark Company, 190!i) 1 p. 66.
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packet ships made regular runs that reached many

or

the larger

river ports such as Richmond, Alexandria, end Fredericksburg.
William Janson commented 1n 1800 on the speed

or

ship travel:

"The passage for Alexandria to norfolk 1s generally made by
sea on account of the distance by land; and it was in a
regular packet that I proceeded to the latter place."7 6 The

Reverend Amariah Frost, also, round packet service to
Alexandria convenient end wrote in 1797, "Set out in the
mornin~

Alex.

early ••• ror Mount Vernon; went in the packet boat to
snd from thence in e carriage. n 77 Sir John Augustus

Foster, an English diplomat visiting Norfolk in l80ll, pointed

out why water travel was frequently chosen:
The mode or conveyance by 1 and from Norfolk to the
capital of the United States was, I was informed, very
bad end the roads were said to be detestable. One
may, however, with the assistance of are.ood breeze, get
up to Baltimol"e easily in two days.... ·
The Public House
---Ir
travellers
the

to Virginie at times found the state's

transportation facilities lacking, the public houses which

76. Jenson, op. c 1t., P• 327. A trip by boat was
fairly expensive, hoWever;-Jenson recorded the rare or 9 boat

trip.from Norfolk to Fredericksburg at ten dollars a passenger.
Ibid., p. 390.

77. Reverend Amar1ah Frost, "The Journal of the
Reverend Amaria h Freet," Prooeedin~s of the Ainericnn
Ant1guerian Society, April JO, 1E7~, p; "'7If;
ed.

78.

Bioha~d

Sir Augustus John Foster, Jeffersonian Aine~ica,
Beale Davis (San Marino: The Huntington Library,

195'-J), p. 131.
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they visited offered little respite, for the tavern in Colonial

Virginie from 17'0 to 1812 was in meny ways a reflection of the
economy, transportation system, sectionalism, end, of course,
the social oust oms of that period.

The rural, tobaooo-

oriented economy required the development of large plantations,
which restricted rural population growth by spreeding it over
Jerger areas, and this practice

or

building up large planta-

tions discouraged the construction of taverns and ordinaries
in large numbers in the rural areas.

Those that existed,

were often small end plain with few luxuries end usually only
the basic minimum necessities.

For this reason lodgings in

rural Virginia maintained the name ordinary long after the 1min size, quality, and luxury caused the name ordi79
nary to be substituted for tavern 1n northern colonies.
p~ovement

Even as late es the 1780•s, many rurol counties had no moT'e
than four or five ordinaries within their area, and these

79. The name tavern was usually ~iven to more elaborate
public houses which offered superior se~vices and this held
true to a leT"ge degree in Virginia. The origin. of the name
ordinary as applied to Virginia public houses is more confused, but the most common definition seems to be a public
hou!le that served one dish per meal et a fixed price.·~ These
public houses were usually less elaborate than taverns end
e~in this holds true for Virginia.
There are many cases
where these names have been interchanged at the whim or the
owner, and there is e considerable grey area in between the
clear exan~les. There ts, el.so, the confusion of the
travellers who give conflicting explanations es to the
differenc&s. The terl'!l public house in this paper will be
used to indicate both taverns md ordinaries. *See Oscar T.
Barok and Hugh T. Lefler, Colonial America (New York: The
Macmillen Company, 1961 ), p. 357.
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were usually located near court houses, mills, or important
80
road end rive~ intersections,
In those few urban areas where the population supported fail' sized towns; such as Richmond, Williamsb.lrg, Winchester,

Alexandria, and Fredericksburg, good taverns developed which
were as good as any in the colonies,

The taverns of the large

towns usually drew support from the upper classes who often
shunned rural ordinaries, and they frequently provided special

81 Taverns
in the towns furthermore were usually fairly numerous 82 when
83
compared with the relative scarcity of rural public· houses.

club services for various groups and organizations,

80, "Caroline County Personal Property Li st 1783,"
The William And
Quarterly~ XXVII, first series,
""{'Jinuary, !9ffi,
-163; and 'Personal Property List
Dinwiddie County, 1782, '' The W1111am and ~o]? Quarterly,
XXVI, first series, (January, 1918), ~•

Mi5tr

81.

George Washington, The Diaries of George
17'-iB-1799, ed. JohnG:" FitzpatrTCk (New York:
Hougton Mifflin Company, 1925), I, 379, 382.

Washin~ton,

82, La ~oohefoucaul~ in 1796, for example, found eight
taverns in Staunton, and "ten or twelve" in Winches:ter. La
Roc~oro~oault, .2E.• cit,, II, 90, 105.

83. While it is true that in many remote areas of the
state public houses ~ere difficult to find; many complaints
by travellers about the scarcity of taverns and ordinaries
were the result of the slowness of travel from one area to
another, La Rochefoucauld;, for instance, complained of this
scarcity: "Inns are veT"y scarce on th is road; the next is
nearly seventeen miles distant from that where we passed
the night." From this statement it might therefore be concluded that while the rural public houee might be convenient
for the local population, it was often remote for the
traveller, Ibid,, II, 67,

30
While foreign travellers at times were surprised at
the leek of class consciousness in Virginia, this often was

due to comparison with

the1~

native land, nnd Virginia social

structure, while not so rigid as that of Europe, lef't its
influence on Virginia taverns nnd ordinaries.

The colonial

gent?'Y, occasionally, looked with disdain at the local ordinary which was considered to be for the lower classes end used
it infrequently, mainly for

dations were unavailable.

gamin~

and

when other accommo-

The te.verns of the lBl' ge towns',were

more acceptable and were frequented by gentlemen who didn't
own town houses, or who had no close friends in the area.
These taverns catered to the upper classes by serving good
rood end wines end encouraging social end political clubs.

84

Generally the various classes had different interests, not
only in the choice of lodging, but in social customs, even
down to d1f ferent preferences in card games.

The tavern or

ordinary, of course, reflected the preference of its olientel.
The sectional difference between the more wealthy,
heavily populated East with its large plantations, and the
new, lesser developed sections of the West is also reflected
1n their public houses.

The publ1o houses of the West were

usually fewer in number, smaller, and generally offered less
variety of food and more primitive lodging facilities than

e4.

Washington, .2£• cit., I, 379, 3E2.
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did the eastern public house.

85

The western ordinary, in

addition, was often owned by the family that lived in it,
while in the east many public houses hAd absentee owners.
The ordinaries in the fer west, where they existed at all,

were usually nothing more than private cabins that took in
the occasional traveller and doubled in meny cases as trading
posts, e6 and even near the end of the pe?'iod the public

houses in the fnr west were fairly isolated. e1 This sectional
difference waa not a radical one bl t it continued

throu~hout

the period from 1750-1812 and, of course, as the state became

more heavily settled end

trav~l

increased as the period pro-

gressed the public houses in the rural sections and in the
western areas increased in

nmnbe~ and quality. 88

85. See Thomas R. Joynes, who travelled in the Blue
Ridge area in 1810. Thanas R. Joynes, "Memorende Made By
Thomas R. Jo~ s on a Journey to the States of Ohio am Kentucky, 1€10,' The William and Mary Quarterly, first series,
X (January, 19~, 156, ~3L
86. Dr. Thorm s Walker, "Journal of nr. Thomas Welker, II
First Extlorations of Kentucky, J. Stoddard Johnston, editor
(Lou!svi le: John 1l":" Morton and Ccmpany, 1e98), pp. 35-37.

87. A good example or·th1s remoteness is demonstrRted
by this comment of the Reverend Paul Henkel r, a Luthern 'Minister
travelling from Virginia to Ohio in 1P07:
'We came out or
Augusta County to-day; and were entertained tn Bath County by
an 1nnkoepor who called to lnind that he had not hoard English
preaching for 12 years•" Reverend Paul Henkel, "The Reverend
Paul Henkel' s Journal," edt. Clement L• Martzolff and trans.
Reverend F. E. Cooper, Ohio Archaeolo~tcal and Historical
Quarterlz, XXIII {Aprir;-i:~11i ) , 163. . .
88. Ha!'!'y Toulmin, The Western Country in 17~3, ed.
Marion T1nl1ng and Godfrey 1Jli'Vies {Sen Marino: -irhe 1untington
Library, 1948), p. 69.

CHAPTER II

LA 1:!S COUCERNHlG ORDINARIES AND TAVERNS
Taverns, ordinariea, and tippling houses had been
subject to colonial legislation almost since the beginning
of the colony.

The rapid

~owth

of ordinaries end tippling

houses had resulted, by the middle of the Seventeenth Century,
in various attempts to regulate them.

These laws tried to

limit either the number of ordinaries and tippling houses
par county by restricting them to

on~

at the county court

house Rnd one at ench public landing or ferry, or to limit
tbe type of people who oould enter them.

1

Usually sefll'Tlen,

indentured servants, and students were not allowed to drink,
~amble,

or congregate in ordinaries or tippline houses.

These regulations

enooura~ed

2

the growth of iJ.legal t1npl1ng

1. "Whereas the excessive number- of ordinaryes and
houses set up for the advance of a private gaine,
are found to b~ full of m1schiefe end inconveniences by
chor1sh1n~ idleness end debeucher1es, ••• Bee it enacted and
declared that the commissioners of each county court be
required to take speciall care for the suppressing end restraint of the exorbitant number of ordinaryes ~nd tipling
houses in their reapoct.ive counties, end not to permitt in
any county mo;oe than ona or two, and those neore the court
house, and noe more, unles in publique places, ea ports,
fferrys 1 Rnd r;reete roRdea, where they may be necessary for
the accommodation of travellers, accord1n~ as the said
courts shAll find the necessityes of their counties require."
(Sept., 1668.) Hennin~, op. cit., II, 268-269.
t1pl1n~

2.

~·, III,

4'J-'J6.
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houses, which were probably simple bars where hard liquor was
sold, and although tippling houses were finally outlawed,
they continued to flourish and, in fact, still exist today.
Gradually the legislature saw the ordinary as a possible
forrn of revenue and by 1750, the beginning

or

tho period

covered in this paper, efforts to limit the nUITlber of ordinaries had largely given way to a license tax on them.

The

prohibitlons on certain clientele continued into this period,
however, and other restrictions and regulations were developed
to meet the changing times and conditions.
By 1750 the legislature had developed the ordinary
into a profitable source of income by placing a yearly tax
on each ordinary license and by placing a tax on liquor as
well.

Each ordinary owner was required to register his name

and his ordinary with the clerk of the county court and to

pay to tho clerk a yearly fee for his license.
nary ownar failed to pay the license tax,
a fine

ana

h~

rr on ordi-

was subject to

if he persisted, he might · 1ose his ordinary as

well. 3
The cost of an ordinary license vnried quite a bit

during the years from 17SQ to ir12 and the tax mirrored the
fluctuations in the economy that were caused by tho events
of the

pa~iod.

From 17S4 until 1776, for example, the tax

was a stable end modest twenty shillings and while the legislature of 176e seemed tempted to raise the tax by noting that
it was "not so burthensome as a poll tax," it finally con-

cluded that the tax on ordinaries was aufficient.4 In October
of 1776. however, the tax was raised an additional forty
shillings "for defraying the e.xpenses of erecting fortifications."

5 After this initial plunge the tax was raised again

in 1777 to three pounds.

6

The growing costs of the war brought

inflation and the "act for raising a supply of publ1ck exigen-

cies" celled in the old currency and issued new currency.

The

inflation continued, however, and in 177e en amendment to the
act provided, "that an additional tax of six pounds for every
ordinary license shall be paid down to the clerk of the county
or corporation court at the time of granting such a 11 cense •••• tt7
The tax climbed even higher in 1779 when the growing war costs
and tho inflation of a hard-money scarce economy pushed the
fee to forty pounds·. 8 Tha worst was yet to come, as the legisIn 1780 it passed "An net calling in

lature groped for funds.

and redeeming the money now in circulation ••• ," and issued a

!-l •

~··

5. ..!.2!2.·.
6.

1.

e.

-

VIII,

297.

IX, 221.

Ibid., IX, Jl.i 9-3.50.

Ibid.,
-Ibid.,
-

IX, 51.+ 7- 51-l p •

x,

1E9.
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new devalued currency which caused the license fee to jump

to two hundred pounds with an additional tax or fifty
shillings allowed for each oounty. 9 By November of 1781 the
crisis had passed and the tax was lOllered to five pounds,
and it remained at this level until 1783.lO In the economic
recession that followed the Revolution the license fee on the
ordinary began to decline, end in 1784 the amount of the
license dropped slightly to four pounds

11

and continued at

this rate until the fee was again cut to forty shillings in
October or 1790. 12 It remained at this level until the end or

1796 when improved economic conditions and a change in the
state's currency caused the price of the license to be modifiea.13 On Decenber 23, 1796, the General Assembly in the
annual "Act providing for the support of government by the
imposition of taxes" passed a new tax on the ordinary license
by 'Which the rate was changed from the former forty shillings

to six dollars end sixty-seven cents. 1 4 The tax increased

10.

x,
~··
Ibid., x,

11.

Ibid., XI, 1.il8.

9.

12.

~··

21.t 5, 251.
501~

•

XIII, 111.

ts)ge
of
, r;-

13. Samuel Shepherd (ed.), The Statutes At
Virginia (Richmond: Printed by Samuel Shepherd,-Y8~
221.i, 287' 358.

14.

Ibid., II,

15.
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again on Janus I"Y 22, 1798, when the annual revenue bill raised
the fee on ordinsrie s to ten dollars,

15

and on January 23,

1799, it was raised to twelve dollars and fifty cents

16

and

this sum served as the basic fee until the end of the period
17
in 1812.
While the legislature fixed the price or the ordinary
license the county was responsible for collectinr:i; the fee and
for d eterrninin~ who would obtain lie enses end under what conditions.

A law passed in 1782 stated that the counties "shall

have the sole and exclusive power of granting l ioenses to keep
ordinaries within the said borough, regulating the smne end

15.

~.,

16.

~·, II,

II, 73.

l'i5.

17. Ibid., II, 200 1 2Tfj III, 11'-l, 2d~, 353. The
"Act providing f'or the support of government by the imposition
of taxes" of January 21, 1807, modified the amount to be
paid. It noted: "For every ordinary license, five dollars
on evory hundred dollars of rent of such ordim ry, to be
ascertained by the rent paid by the tenant; end where such
tavern 1s in the occupation of the proprietor, the yearly
value shall be ascertained by the cor.nn1ssioners of the
revenue." This rule went into effect only men the sum was
more than twelve dollars end fifty cents which was the
minimum th9t could be paid. This qualification was continued
until the end of the period in 1812. Ibid., III, 279. See
also Acts passed at a General Aseembly--or-the Commonwealth
of V1riI?i18 (Riohmona: Printed by SamueT ~esants, Printer
t'O the Commonwealth, 1P06-1e12), "An Act imposin~ Taxes for
the Support of G~ 1 errnnent," (1808), p. 3, (1809), p. 26,
(1810), p. 3, {1811 ), p. 3, (1Pl2), p. 3.

restraining of tippling houses."
into greater detail.

18
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A law passed in

1779 went

It provided that "the courts of. the

respected counties are vested with the power of settling the
rates and prices to be paid at ordinaries for liquors, diet,
lodging, provender, stablago, fodder, end pasturage ••• " and
further stated that:
Every ordinary-keeper shall, within one month after
the rates so set, obtain of the county clerk, a fair
table of such rates, which shall be openly set upon
the publick entertainment room of every ordinary and
kept there until the rules shall be a~ain set by the
court.
Each county court had full power to change the rates
whenever they felt it necessary and were required to fix the
rates at least twice a year. 19
County enforcement of the laws passed by the legislature was never very effective and varied from county to
county.

In an effort to reduce this laxness, the legislature

frequently repassed old laws putting heavy fines, not only on
the law

breekc~s,

but on those who failed to enforce them.

A law passed in October

or

1779 1s a good example of this.

It stated:
Whereas the number of tiopling houses is become a
publick nuisance, oncourag1n~ idleness, drunkenness,
and all manner or vice and immorality, and the laws
heretofore mgde have proved insufficient to restrain

18. Henning, op. cit., XIri 34; see also "An Act for
licensing end regulatiri~ taverns,' Ibid., (October, 1785}
XI, 173-174.
19.

~·,

x,

1116-1!~ 7;

see also ~·, XI, 173-1'7'~.
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so growing and dangerous an evil: Be· it therefore
enacted by the General Assembly, That every person
keeping a tippling house, or retailing liquors contrary
to the act entitled "An act for regulating ordinaries
and restraint of tippling houses," shall over and
above the penalties inflicted by the said act forfeit
and pay the sum of fifty pounds for each and every
offense •••• 20
This act, of course, was not to apply to legally
licensed ordinaries or to plantation owners as long as the
produce for the liquor came from the person's plantation or
was intended to be consumed at the ordinary or plantation
where it was sold.
The General Assembly also tried to restrict the
amount of

gemblin~

lar~e

that was going on in ordinaries end passed

several laws to that effect.

A law in 1779 stated for example:

Any tavern-keeper who shall permit cards, dice,
billards, or any instrument or gamin~ to be mode use
of in his house, or permit any person to bet or play
for money or other goods ••• and shall not make information thereof, and give in the names of the offenders
to the next court ••• shall be deprived of his license,
and more ov~l shall pay to the informer one hundred
pounds ••••
This area or law was probably one or the most ineffective of all the laws regulati,ng ordinaries, for gaming was
popular with all classes, and ordinaries and taverns had become important centers of gaming, not only with the lower
22
classes, but, at times, with the upper class as well.

20.

~··

21 •

.!£.!!!., x,

x, 145.
206.

22. A similar section wes found in "An Act for
licensing end regulating taverna" passed in October 1785.

It
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Tavern and ordinary operators were, also, subject to

_nt.b!tr__rest_~i~_t_ions.

Generally they were not allowed to be

judges or members of the tax committee in the various counties
snd they were usually forbidden to hold the offices of mayor,
recorder, alderman, or conrnon council man in the
ments.

tow~ ~overn

In addition, certain officials, such as tobacco in-

spectors, were not allowed to <:Mn ordinaries near the loca•
t1on of their of f1c1al du ties.

23 '

The billeting of soldiers

in time of mutiny and uprising was, also, the responsibility

of the ordinary operator.

An set in March of 1758 made .it

lawful for the local justice of the peace "to billet the
soldiers in His Mejesty•s service in ordinaries end taverna
and in no pr 1 va t e h omes •••• u2!J

Not all the laws concerning ordinaries were restrictive, and some were designed to help the operator.

Laws

passed in both 1778 end 1780, when food end other supplies

stated: "If guests or others play at any game, contrary to
law, in a tavern, em the keeper thereof shall not endeavour
to hinder them, end 1f they persist, to ~ive information of
the offence, within one month thereafter, to the court •••
his licenae shell be revoked by the court unless being
summoned to shew cause to the contrary; he appear, and prove
such facts es induce them to believe, not only he did not
know of but, moreover that he had no reason to suspect such
playing." ~·, XI, 173.

23.

Ibid., VII, 325; IX, 351·352; XIII, 501.

24.

~.,

VII,

596.

were in short supply due to the revolution, provided that "the
commissioners shall leave in the honds of tavern-keepers, a
sufficient quantity of such enumerated articles ••• as may be
necessary for the accustomed consumption or such tavern. n 25
An earlier act in 1762 was also designed to aid the tavern

operator.
ecoept1n~

Before 1762 the tavern operator was restricted in
credit, not only from seamen, but from any traveller.

The tavern operator could not sell on credit any liquor to
anyone end hold them responsible for payment.

Ir

he sold

them liquor on credit and attempted to collect, he was to
be fined double cost in court.

This was harmful to tavern-

keepers in respect to debts contracted with them by travellers
and other transient people, end th! tavern keeper frequently
suffered a loss of his just payment. 26 The General Assembly
therefore in noting these facts stated:
It shall and m sy be lawful for such ard ins rykeepers as are duly and legally licensed to keep
publick houses to sell by retail, or otherwise, any
quantity of liquors to any person whatsoever, except
sailors in actual pay on board any ship, or such
persons as shall be actually inhabitants of the
county or residents of the town, wherein such ordina?'1
shall be kept, and may give t!UCh credit for the same·
es they aha 11 think proper. 2·r

26.

rx, 581-se.2; x,
Ibid., VII, 595.

21.

~-

25.

~·,

233-23~i.
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The General Assembly, of coursa, continued to nn intain
its interest in

regulatin~

ordinaries, na woll es obta1nil'l':

revenues from the license charges, throughout the period.

By

the lat er part of the eighteenth century, hCMever, the number
of these laws end the conflicts of thoir regulation often becrune confused, and so on December 26, 1792, the General Assembly passed "An Act for regulating ordinaries and restraint
of

tipolin~

houses.

1128

This act, which remained in force until

the end of the period in 1812, attempted to clear the confusion caused by the various acts on ordinaries by euperceding them with one law which contained all tho provisions still
29
in effect.
Thia law of 1792, of course, contained many
similarities to the older provisions, but it remained in force

for the final twenty years of this paper.30
This law in its first section required that each person
who wished to set up a public house should petition the county
court for a license.

The low then stated:

The just ices of the court to whom such petition shall
be exhibited, shell thereupon consider the convenience
of the place proposed, and the ability of the petitioner
to provide and keep good and sufficient houses, lodging

2e.

Shepherd, .2£• cit., I, 142.

2C).

~·, I, 1 1t5.

30. Collection of All Such Acts of the General
Assemblf of Virp,inia of-S publ"I"C"Bnd pormanent nature os are
now inorce (RfchmonOT -Printed "bY"Samuel Fleasants, l>rinter
t"Otne Co:nMonwealth, ltl't ), pp. 2e.1i-287.

and ent~1tainment for travellers, their servants and
horses.3
The act, after warning the county courts against giving
the licenses to the poor in an effort to keep them off the
pariah relief, then noted the t "if such petition shall appear
reasonable," the court was to grant the petitioner o license
for a year and that the license signed by the justice of the
peace could

be

"reviewed from year to year if the court shall

think fit• n3 2
The law, furthermore, required that the ordinary keeper:
Constantly find and provide in his said ordinary, good,
wholesome and cleanly lodging end diet for travellers,
and stsbleage, fodder, and provender, or pasturage and
provender as the season shall require for their horses •••
and srnll not suffer or perm.1 t any unlawful gaming in
his house, nor on the Sabbath day suffer any persons
to tipple and drink more than is ncessary, then this
obligation to be void, otherwiss to remain in full
force.33
The

justices were I'equired to set up "the rates and

prices to be paid et all ordinaries within their respective
counties" for liquors, diet,· lodging, provender, stableage,
3li
fodder, and pasturage,
end they, also, were required to fix
the rates et least twice a year or pay a fine of fifteen

31.

Shepherd, .2E.• ill_., I, l'l2.

32. .!!?!.2_.
33.

Ibid., I, 1 1l3.

jl.

Ibid.
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dollars.

After these rates had been set the ordinary keeper

was under obligation to obtain w!t hin one month copies of the
rates from the clerk of the court and to post them "not more
than six feet above the floor. n

35 Failure to post these re tea

meant that "he shall have no right to demand any price for
a· rated article," end if the ordinary keeper chorged more

than the set rate he was fined twelve dollars for every
offense.

36

The act or 1792 then dealt with the illegal sale of
liquors by placing a thirty dollar fine on anyone serving
liquor without a license, end if the justice of the peeoe,
who was responsible for enforcenl'nt of the act, should discover a second offense the penalty was six months in jail.37
The law qualified its position, however, by stating:
Provided always, That nothing in this act shall exter1d or be construed to prohibit any person or persons
from retailing such liquors as shall actually have been
made from the produce or such persons own estate ••• nor
to prohibit any merchant or person keepin~ store for
the sale of merchandize, from retailing liquors, so as
such liquors be not drank, or intended to be drank et
the house or plantation where they sholl be sold .3 8
The law of 1792, furthermore, continued.the restrictions

on the sale of liquor on credit and retained the limitations

.35. ~36.

Ibid.

37.

Ibid., I, ])~ 3-141-J.

.38.

~.,

I, lh4.

on the •mount

or

liquor sold and the e•l• or liquor to aatlcra.

Ir the keeper ot an cn-dtnary sold liquor to a 1a1lor "without
~aster

license rrom the

or the veesel," the keeper van forced

to pay a tvo dollar tine to the nester

or

the abh:>, and

the ordinary lee eper 1old liquor on ored1t "to

tr

anr 1a1lor in

actual pay on boerd any ahip," the law stated, " ••• He or abe

tor

ahall not recover any mcaey, tobacco, or other comodity,

11quora ao aold upon credit, but every auch debt, obligation
or apeoialty ahall be Yoid."3q The law, alao, aou~ht to continue to control the lllftount

or

liquor sold.

It atatedt

Jio keeper Of • tavern ahall J"eCO\'f!r 1!l01'"1 than f1Tt
dollars ror liquor sold within the apace or • yenr to
one peraon residin~ leas than twenty Miles from auch
tavern, and drank, or eold to be drank, in the place
vhe re it 1a kept i and a vri tten contrttct or bond or
other apec1a11ty ror Pf:l'YIT!ent ••• ror perromanoe d any
work or service whereof the whole, or any part, ahat,
have beoOl'!Mt due ror 11Guora ao aold, chall be void.'

0

'nlf! prohibit ions

on ordinarien

111

l~B

1nat

~AM1na,

found in Other

are repeated in the act of 1792.

l&Wll

The law

required the tavern keeper to report to the county court ar
to two juaticea of the peace within one inonth, the nme1
anyone involved in

Ramin~

" ••• tn a tavern or in any out-

house, or under any booth, a bar, ar other place upon the

J9.

l.!?.!.£.,

i.o.

~·

'll.

Seo footnotes 21 ond 22.

I, 1 1i

5.

or

messuage or tenement in possession of any tavern keeper."

4S
Ir

he failed to do so, he was forced to pay twenty dollars to
the informer end would lose his license unless he was able
to convince the court

or

his innocence of the matter. 1~2

It is probable that taverns and ord1nar ies would have
been restricted in income and reduo ed in number· if the laws

of the General Assembly had been constantly enforced, end,
in fact, only the laws on the l lcense tax seem to have been
enforced with any degree of effort.

The laws

fixin~

the

price of food, drink, and lodging seem to have been enfcroed
spasmodically while those on

gamin~

were more or less ignored.

Dr. Johann David Schoepf, a German who served as chief
surgeon for the British Ansbaoh troops during the Atooricen

Revolution, commented in 1783 on the laxness of enforcement

or

the General Assembly laws concerning ordinaries:
In a company the talk got on the extravagant demands which the tavern-keepers, (even under the eyes
of the government at the cap1tel}. are accustomed to
exact from travellers, notw1thstand1n~ all sorts of
provisions are at a Vf!l'Y low price.
'There are laws
enough against the practice,'' remarked a men of high
rank, "am moderate prices are fixed by 'statute, but
the gentlemen whose duty it is to see that the
regulations are observed r-ive themselves no more
trouble than, Qeople generally do about laws and
ordinances. " 1~.>

42.

Shepherd, .2E.• cit., I,

144.

43. Johann David Schoepf, Travels in the Confederation,
trans. and ed. Alfred J. 'Mor:r1son (Philade!Phla: W{lbam J.

Campbell, 1911), II,

58.

46
Later travellers, also, noted this laxness of enforcement of the laws concerning public houses.

Both the Duke de ·

La Rochefouoault-Lianoourt, a Frenchman travelling in Virginia
in 1796, arrl Isaac Weld, an Englishman who, also, visited the
state in 1796, commented on the open violations of the laws
on gaming.

Weld wrote,

"~ot

the smallest secrecy is employed

in keeping these tnbles; they are always crowded with people,
and the doors of the apartment are only shut to prevent the

rabble from coming in. u44 Tja Rochefoucault drew much the same
conclusion, "Nevertheless, to the present hour, the greatest
number of those who enacted that law -

or

the present legis-

lators, the justices of the peace, and the ether magistrates -

are assiduous in their attendance at those feats of gaming."

l.i5

The New Yorker, John Edwards Caldwell, was yet another
traveller who found the laws on ordinaries, especie lly those
on gaming, poorly enforced.

He wrote in 1808:

I have had frequent occassion to remark the strong
propensity to gmnbli~ mr.ong the Virginians of every
class, trade, and denomination. It is an extraordinary
circumstance, that here, where the laws a~einst gem!~
are very strict, and almost severe, that vice should
be so V&'Y prevalent •••• under the very eye of magistracy
it self, gambling houses are winked at, and in these
nefarious nests of profligacy and dissipation, 1s1
hatched the ruin of many en unfortunate being •••• ·~ 6

4'.l•

Weld, .2£• cit•, II, 191.

!~5.

Le Rochefoucsult, ~·

46.

Caldwell, .21:?• ~., pp. 15-16.

ill•,

II, 40.

In spite or these open violations, however, the laws
concerning taverns

em

ordinaries were not completely ignored.

Tavern keepers were at times fined for such things as keeping
a disorderly house, which was the equivalent or gaming,
selling liquor without a proper license.

Ol'

Robert Minns, for

example, a tavern keeper in Henrico County, was fined sixty
pounds in 1785 by the County Court of Henrico for keeping a
disorderly house, and George Todd wes fined ten pounds in

1792 fOI' selling liquor without a proper license. 1 ~7 Herry
Toulmin, an English Unitarian minister visiting

~ichmond

in

1793, noted another example of obedience to the state's laws
when he commented.
Upon my arrival at Richmond, I put up et the Eagle,
which is th3 principal tavern in the town •••• In every
room of this house there 1s a printed table of the
rates at which trnvellers are charged, en admirable
method or pre venting imposi tt,Qn on the one hand and
disappointment on the other.~~
Toulmin's surprise, in spite of the fact that he had
visited many taverns between Norfolk end Ric rmond, et seeing
these posted rates perhaps would indicate that the laws concerning taverns em ordinaries while at times enforced were,
also, frequently ignored, an:l enforcement probably varied from

one ares to another.

This le xneas or enforcement, indeed,

47.

William P. Palmer (ed.}, Calender of V1r~1n1a
(R1ohmonn: Superintendent of Pub!Ic Printrrig,
18f·4), I , 1t36; see also Ibid., VII, 636-637.
State

Pa~ers

4e. Toulmin, .2!2• cit., o. 31i.
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was probably necessary for the survival of many rural ordinaries where competition from plantations and private houses
was often quite stiff.

CHAPTER III
PRIVATE ENTERTAINMENT
The restrictions placed on ordinaries, even though
poorly enforced, were burdensome, and many men in Virginia
developed

100

thods of getting around tho laws.

One method,

which was more frequently used in the east, was the idea or
absentee

~~nership.

A plantetion o"Wner or weelthy merchant

would construct an ordinary on his

la~

end allow someone else

to opernte it in return for a percentage of tho profits.
tavern-operator poid for

t~e

license

nnd

The

was responsible for

the operation of the tavern, or in some cases the owner of
the tavern would pay the license and hire a keeper.

Men or

wealth frequently had more than one ordinary of this type in
their possession, and Charles Carter of Cleve, for example,
left to his heirs three taverns in the area around Falmouth. 1
Daniel Fisher, who was travelling from Yorktown to Philadelphia
in

1755,

gave this description or the practice of absentee

ownership:
This Ordinary belongs, it seems, to one Major R
n
e Person of influence in these Parts who obtains a
Lysance at the County Court whereof he is himself a
Member, and puto into. it soma Lazy Person or other, at
a Salary, or so muoh per cent, as is likely to pint off
the greatest quantities of Liquors for him. This is a

1. Charles Carter, "Will of CheT'les Carter of Cleve,"
The Virginie Masezine or !Us torz and Bio~raphy, XXXI,
TJ'inm ry, 1923), 56. Ship Teverri;-steeton '!'avern, and Swan
Tavern ere the taverns named in the will.
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common practice in the Country by which means tho' the
Proprietor (by the Courtesy) avoids the Reproach or
being deemed an Ordinary keeper end the scnndol of
what is then tr~nsacted; yet he reaps the greatest share
of the Profits •

!!!2, HospitalitI
Another method or avoiding the taxes end restrictions
wee by private entertainment.

This method was used in poorer

sectiona, espec1a lly in the west where travellers were few
and their number could not support a regular ordinary.

Thomas

R. Joynes, for example, travelling through the Blue Ridge

Mountains in 1810, wrote, "On this road taverna are very
scarce, and I was advised to stop at the house or a Mr.

T~---

who I was informed kept private entertainment for travellers. u3
Private entertainment was, also, used by mmiy frugal small
plantation

own~rs

to discourage free guests end to make a

little money on the aide.

Under the system tho guest was re-

quired to pay for his food and lodgins even thrugh he was

stayin~

in a private hcme.4
Schoepf commented, in 1783, about the system but was

not entirely enthusiastic about it when he nct; ed:

2.

Daniel Fisher, "The Fisher History," Some Prominent
Families, Louise P. duBellet, editor (LyncSburg:
P. Eell Company, 1907), II, 7e9.

V1r~in1a

J.

-

Joynes, on. cit., p. 231.

'i.

-

Marquis De Chastellux, Travels in North America,
trans. Howard c. Rice (Chapel Hill: The university of North
Carolina :re as, 1963), II, 'il1~.
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We spent s night et a plantat 1 on where, ace Ording
to the custom. here, tl'svellers are lodged for a price,
under the style of "Pri vete Entertainment 1 " but no
tavern is kept. In the item of public houses Virginia
and the other southern provinces ere worse off than
the northern. The distinction between Private end
Public Entertainment is to the advantage of the people
who keep the so-called Private houses, they avoiding
in this way the tax for permission to disperse rum
and other drinks and not bein~ plagued with noisy
drinking parties. Here, one eats with the family •••
is not fl'ee to demand and has no right to expect what
he wants, but pays as much as elsewhere, in houses
where he lives as he pleases, is better se~ved 1 and
not obliged on coming and going to be very grateful .

for the reception.~

The Marquis De Chastellux, a French Major General who
served in the American Revolution, was more in favor

or

the

system and note'd in 1782 after arr! vin'! et the "decent
lodr,ing."
This wee not a tavern, but the owner, Mr. Hunt er,
willingly received strangers. This distinction between
a real tavern and private hospitality for "*11ch you
pay is greatly to the advantage of travellers, r or in
America, as in Bnglend, innkeepers pay heavy taxeg and
indemnify themselves by their exorbitant charges.
The French nobleman, Ln nochefouceulc:t, also, discussed
the system of private entertainment while travelling in the
Blue

Rid~e

near Staunton, and he concluded in 1796:

The utrference between these houses, which are pretty
numerous 1 n Virginie 1 and inns, or ord in arie s as they
are called in-this state is thot in the latter all
persona are admitted without distinction, but in the
former none are received but travellers. They are thus
exempted from noise, drunken quarrels, bed payment, and

.£!.!., II, 35.

5.

Schoepf, .2.E.•

6.

Chaatellux, loc. cit.

--
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the charges for a licence. For such houses, therefore
if they a7e well known, it is clear profit to take down
the sign.
Although the idea of private entertainment was still
popular, most noticeably in the western areas, it was, however, probably not es widely practiced when Le Rochef oucaul~
made his comment es it had been eArlier in the period.

The

growth in population end the increase in the number or
travellers had created en increasing demand for public houses,
especially in the well settled eastern area of the state.

The

old isolation and scarcity of travellers that had created
generous hospitality end private entertainment was not so
noticeable in the east end in other well settled areas where
improvements in travel facilities end increased numbers

or

travellers had created a greater demand for taverns and ordinerie s.

It is not

travcllin~

surprisin~,

there fore, that Herry Toulmin,

through Urbenr<C\on his way to Richmond in 1793,

noticed a reversal in the trend of private entertainment.
Toulmin stated while in Urbanna:
Colonel Kemp's tavern hes altogether the appearance
or a p!"ivate house, end when you ere et table you would
rather take yourself to be in e boarding house then et
en inn. Self-preservation induced him to convert it
into a tavern, as he was in danger of bein~ eaten out
of it, by the nmnber or persons w~o resorted to it before, for want of a public house.

7.

La

8.

Toulmin, E.£.• cit., p. 29.

Rochefoucaul~,

.2E.• cit., II, 97-98.
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Hosoitality
Although the ides of charging trevollers for private

entert.airnnent was popular in some areas, the practice or
a guest stay as

havin~

was quite common.

lon~

es he likod without

payin~

at all

This was especially true in arena where

large plantations had developed.

Tobacco conatently demanded

new fields end the gradual addition or new areas or land
caused the plantation house to be isolated from its neighbors
by

lon~

distances.

Company was always welcome ror it brought

news end oonvorsetton and e

chmi~e

fran the daily routine.

Schoepf remarked on thta enjoyment of gueats when he
noted:
There waa no tavern anywhere far and wide in the
region, and he indicated to ws the plantation of a
Captain B. H., whose house, aa he aaid, stands open
to every traveller, end tho r.sn, himself~ is obliged
to atrengera if they will oall upon him.

A later traveller, John

~rnard,

an Kngltat-anmi visiting

Virginia tn i7qq, waa another who was impressed with the
plantation owner' a desire ror news and cmpany.

'Bemard gave

this 1dcel1.a tic account:
In the deep solitude that rel~ned around htm, hta
ear was triply alive to human sounds; tho creak or a
cartwheel had more music for him then the fineat notes
or a thrush, and the stv.ht nf eny oeraon, 5ot a negro,
more beauty then the loveliest landscape. 1

3e.

9.

schoepr,

~·

£.!i.,

II,

10.

Be~nord,

.2£•

~.,

p. 152.
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By 1750 tidewater Virginia was dominated by a closely
related group

or about 300 prominent ramil1ee, 11 Th1s close

relationship among the upper class rocilitetod informal end
frequent visits by one family to another.

The wealthy planter

with his abundance or food, drink, and sorvants was therefore
p~epared

end happy to welcome ony number or unexpected guests.

Lord Adam Gordon, a British officer travelling through
Virginia in 1764 commented, "they all drive six horses ••• ·
going frequently sixty miles to dinner," end further stated:
They assist one another, and all Strangers with their
Equipages in so easy and kind a manner, as must touch
a person of any feeling and convince them tha\ in this
country Hosp1tol1ty is every where practised. 2

or

course the fnmoue hospitol1 ty was not "every who re

practised" but among the wealthy plantation owners the tradition of good hospital! ty was well established.

The journal

kept by John Blair, a President of the Council of Virginia,
in 1751 demonstrated this hospitality, for although he made
many trips he usually stayed with friends an:! was seldom
forced to sleep in a tavern. 1 3 Philip Vickers Fithian, who

11. Jane Carson, "Colonial Virginians At Play" (unpublished, Williamsburg: Colonial '.iiilliemabttr'g, 1958 ), pp. 1-e;
and Thomas J. Wertenbeker, The Planters of Colonial Vi~~1n1e
(Princeton: Princeton Univers1t y h"e as, -r922), p. 157.

12. Gordon's figure of sixty miles must be an exaggeration. Lord Adam Gordon, "Journal of An Officer Who
Travelled in Amer ice end the West Indies in 176'.i and 1765,"
Travels in the American Colonies, Newton D. Merenesa, editor
(New Yo~ -irtie Haom111en Company, 1916), p. It CS.

13.

John Blair, "Diary of John Blair," The William end

Mnry Quarterly, VII, first eerie~, (January, l~,

133-153-:--"
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1n 1774 a tutor

rar

the

r EITllly or Robert Carter of Nomlnl

Hall• commented on the hosp1tsllty of his employer when he
noted 1n his journal.:
There came 1n about el~ht o-olook a man very drunk,
& Fl:f"OY exceedin~ noisy & troublesome, & ea the Evening
was cold & stormy Mr. Carter thought it improper to
send him away; he was theref p,re ordered into the
kitchen, to stay the Night. &

A brother or Robert Carter, Colonel Lendon Carter of
Sabine Hell, also kept a diary end this entry on February 20,

1771, is typical of many remarks, "Mr. Gilberne, Mr. Lomax,
Wm. Peale, Walker Tomlin and Moor Brockenbrough here yesterday, end, I hope, as it is now bad weather, es ?.rockenbrough
went home, the rest will stay."

15 The diary of another

plantation owner Colonel James Gordon of Lanooater county also
demonstrated this hospitality.

Excerpts from his diary

or

1761 contain such statements as, "So much canpany I can't do
any bualnoss," and "Our company ell went off, tho' we insist16
Gordon frequently
ed upon their stayinR till to-morrow."
remarked that he hod received "No comoany," end on Mey 11,

14.

Philip Vickers Fithian, Journal end Letters of

Philifi Vickers Fithian, ln3-l 771t, ed. Hunter-D'tckinson -

Feris (Williamsburg, Virg nia:
Incorporated, 191J3 ), p. 93.

15.

Coloniol Williamsburg

Landon Carter, "D1ery of Colonel Lendon Carter,"
~usrterl:y, XIII, f1ret series, (January,

The William and Mary

!<m5), 15E. -

16. James Gordon, "Journal of Col. James Gordon of
Lancaster County Virginia," The William and ~ Ciuorterl:y,
XI, first aeries, (October, ~2), 111-1~

1761, the diary contained the entry "No ccnpmiy which ts surprisingJ "17 The strain which this hospitality would endure
is mown by Gordon's entry on July 29, 1762, "A

~rest

oanpany

here, which is rether dteep;reeable, as the child is so unwell.
But these trifles we sh 'd be er w1 th more pot 1ence than ws do. nl B

These accounts point out that the hospitality of many colonial
Virginia planters was genuine end that it tronaoended fmnily
problems and social class in many cases.

or

course, not all

pe0ple 1n Virginia could afford such hospitality tar the
treveller om others, naturally, were not so friendly.
The travellers, who visited various private hO'm!ta in
Virginie, at times confirmed the
other titnl!I a found it

lackin~.

reteroncea rrom a friend

or

hoapitolity, end at

Travellers who had character

the plantation owner were usually

vary well received, but t'ie total
more trouble.

~ood

ett'An~er,

at t111"ea, had

Travellers, also, discovered thnt hospitality

was not limited to the uoper classes end was shared by many
through all levele 1n the colony.
J. F. D. Smyth, a British subject, who travelled
throurrh America before md durinr:o; the revolution, noted:
In the time or press1n"' cyder, if a traveller should
call, to enquire his WB'J he is generally offered an
much fine cyder ns he can drink, is froquently requested

17.

~., p.

219.

lE.

~ •• p.

232.
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to stay the ni~ht, end msie heartily drunk in the
bargain if he chooses it. Y
The Moravian Bishop Reichel travelling to join the
Morav1ans in North Carolina made this comment in 1780 while

going through the Valley of Virginia:
We reached a new house whose owner, Mr. Shelton,
had gone on n trip to North Carolina. His wife,
who had two sick children, gave friendly answer to
our request, and showed us into a room where there
were four beautiful double beds. We wer~ 0 glad to
be ur.der a roof and to sleep in the dry.

Although this house didn't belong to a wealthy
plantat 1 on om.er the hospitality to travellers ·was again
demonstrated.

William Gregory, a Scottish merchant working in
Fredericksburg, gave another. statement which supports
Virginia's hospitality, in a conversation with n ferry opeT"ator.
I asked him if he would put me over, but he said
he could ferry over no one that night. "But," said
he, "You c en stay in my house all night •••• " After
talkin~ about the Stamps, Tobacco, Corn, etc., says
the old fellow, "Have you eat dinner to-day?" "No,"
says I. "Go look, girl if there 1s any cold victuals 21
left." So to our surprise we got something to eat ••••

19. John Ferdinand Dalziel Smyth, A Tour in the United
States _2!. Amerio e (London: G. Robins on, 1"784), 1-;-70-71.

20. Bishop John Frederick Reichel, "Travel Dinry of
Bishop and Mrs. Beiohel, and Their Companl from Lititz, Pa.
To Salem, M. C. in Wachovia, N. c., 1780,' Travels in the
Ame!'icen Colonies, Newton D. Mereness, editor (New Yo~
The Macmillan Company, 1916), p. 593.
21. William Gregory, "William Gregory's Journal,"
The William end Merv Quarterly, XIII, first series, (Aoril,

!<m5)' 226. -
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A terry operator could herdly be cau11dered one of the
upper class, yet he too is willing to put up travellers

ror

the nll-ht.

Later trevellere to Virginia were, also, fnvorebly impressed hy the hospitality of many of the etate 1 s inhabitants.
I.a Roehefoueauld: noted this reputetion for hospttelity in 1796
and e pproved

or

1 t:

"The Vi!'p:in ta na enjoy o ch erecter

hospttnlity, which they truly deserve; they are fond

company; their hospitolity

r or

or

1~

sincere, end may, perhaps, be
the renrion of the tr spend ina: more then they should do. 1122 The

Englishmen, Henry Franklin, hnd e7.presaed similar sent1mmlt8
in 1793 when he wrote, "The Virginians are rerr..arked for their
2i
hospitality end love of plensure," _,and the Enp;lish actor,
John Davia, who visited the

st~te

in

ieo1 end 1802,

agreed

when he st eted, "Hosp 1tel1ty is the pr eminent f eeture 1n the
character of a Virginian." 2'•• Devis later concluded, "Virginians
ere ever hospitable; ever open-hearted to the atren~er who
2
enters their doora," 5 while Robert Sutc11rr. a Quaker visiting the state in ieo 1 ~ and

~ 0 ch e r 0

leo6,

u c Auld: ,

wns able to put this

-n • -c 1t • '

2 2.

L8

23.

Wakefield,~·

2'•·

Davis,£.£• cit., p. 3'i';.

25.

lhid., p.

377.

0

cit., p. lifl.

I I , 11 7 •

hosnitellty

to prectioel ourposes, "The

evenin~ oomin~

on, end no inn

beinr: neat', we took up our quarters et the house of e planter
of the name of Holiday,

whe~e

we were well accommodated."

26

This picture of universal hospitality is o bit misleading, howeve?',

end

when the traveller

was

sure of being

received warmly it was usually due to a note of introduction
as is shown in this comment from the journal of Baron Von
Closen aide-de-camp to General Rochmnbeau, "This family received us very cordially; we had some letters of recommendation from their eldest daughter, whom we had seen in
Williemsburg." 27
Not all travellers, of course, commented on the goodness
of Virginie hosoitelity and some were

~uite

disillusioned.

The Reverend Andrew Burnaby, a British clergymen of the
Church

or

En~lend,

hed this unfortunate comment in 1760, on

plantation hospitality.
My aooommodetions this evenin~ we're extremely bed;
I had been wet to the skin in the afternoon; ond at
the miserable plantation in which I hed taken shelter,
I could get no fire; nothing to eat or drink but pure
water; end not even a blanket to cover me. I threw
myself down upon my mattress, but suffered so much

26.

-

Sutol1ff 1 oo. cit., p. 352.

-

27. Baron Ludwig Von Closen, The Revolutionary Journal
of Baron Ludw1£ Von Closon 17€0-1783,~ena. and ed.
EVelyn M. Acom TChapel Hill: The University of North
Caroline Press, 1958), p. lel.
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from cold, and was so inre~ted with 1ns~gts and
vermen, that I could not close my eyes.
Another Englishman Nicholas Cresswell, also, round
hospitality lacking on occasion.

Cresswell returning from

a trip to the Ohio country in 1775 stopped to lodge et the
home

or

a friend, Mr. Gibbs, but Cresswell noted, "Mr. G. not

at home.

Two young ladies lodged there who gazed at me as it

I was a wild man of the woods.

caused

me

to spend

a

They and my ragged breeches

disagreeable evening." 29 Schoepf gave

this description of e highly recommended host and of his
efforts to become a guest

in 17e3:

After repeated inquiries as to where we had come
from, who had sent us, &c; after as many reminders
that this was no public house, but travellers (who
withstood repulse) were taken in gratis; end after
prolonged council between man and w1fe, we were at
last received with en ill grace.3 0
Schoepf concluded:
The hospitality or Virginia was boasted of, but it
was admitted that for fear of the smallpox, or on the
ground of other suspicions, their doors were often-

28. Reverend Andrew Burnaby, Burnebt's Travels
Through North America, ed. Rufus RockWell Wison (New York:
A. Wessels Company, l904), pp. 78-79. Burnaby's general
opinion of Virginia hospitality was more favorable. See
Ibid. 1 p. 70.

-

29. Nicholas Cresswell, The Journal of Nicholas
Cresswell, ed. Lincoln MaoVeagh TRiw York: 'TFie Dial Press,

l 924 )I p •

12 5•

30. Schoepf, on • .£!!.., II, 96.
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times closed on strangers; and indeed thoir muoh praised
hospitel.ity is by no means unrestricted, but is con- 31
fined to acquaintances and those who are reccmnended.
Schoepf 1 s opinion or Virginia hospitality is probably
too restrictive, but 1t is quite true that the traveller
oould not always find free lodginr:r, for if he cruld, there

would have l:xten no taverns or ordinaries et all in Virginia.

As the Population of the state increas9d end

travelle~s

became more frequent 1n the later years or the period, the
curiosity mld thirst for news that had boon the basis for
much of the state's hospitality declined, and while later
travellers found many who were still gracious and ecoor1J11odating
the hospitality appears to be more restroinod.
of

V1~g1nia

This aspect

hospitality is, perhaps, best discussed by

Benjamin Latrobe, the English architect, who was later appointed Surveyor of Public Buildings in Washington.

Latrobe,

visiting Virginia in 1797, first discussed the position of
the early Virginia planter:
Where stran~ers are seldom seen curiosity is often
a powerful motive for hospitality. An insulst ed farmer
in the beck countM" ••• is in some resoects in the situation of the feudai lord. It costs him nothing at his
plentiful table to supply the appetites of one or two
guests, end he receives amusement em entertainment in
return. His life in gene~al is insipid and uniform,
the v1sit or a stranger furnishes it with a little
variety.3 2

31 • .!12.!.2.•• II, 93.
32. Benjamin Henry Latrobe, The Journal of Latrobe,

ed. J. H. B. Latrobe (New York:

1905) ' p. 4'~ •

D. AP'Pleton and--crompeny,
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Yet Latrobe realized that this situation.would change
as the population increased, end pointed out:
But as soon as the market comes nearer to him, or
increasing population occasions more frequent calls
upon him, or. he finds the society of towns more
accessible, exper1ence has everywhere proved that his
hospitality declines.j 3
.
Latrobe, therefore, reached this conclusion about the
state's hospitality:
••• I think I might truly s ey that Virginia is past
that state of society in which the latter species of
hospitality was at its acme. It still, however, exists
at a distance from all the towns. Strangers are still
welcome, elthoupti they are now no longer collected
"from the highways and hedges and pressed to come in."
But the peculiar manners of the country must also be
considered in order to appreoiafe the degree of
hospitality that exists in it •.:H

With this early oompetit ion from free hospitality it
is easy to see why rural ordinaries in many areas were few
in number.

Not only did the rural ordinary suffe:tt o0tl'lpet1t1on

from the planter, but the planter often looked at the rural
ordinary with disdain and even as en insult to his hospitality.
Colonel Landon Carter, for example, mentions the rural ordinary in his diary only once.

When a friend

was

forced by bad

weather to stay overnight et Whitlock's Ordinary, he noted
the man's comment: "a very stinking place indeed."35 Thomas

33. 'Ibid., pp. '-l4-1l5•

34.
35.

~

••

p.

45.

Landon Carter, -22•

.£.!i., p. 156.
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Jefferson, also, had
giving

travellin~

A

low regard for tavern keepers.

In

advice to his friends, Mr. Edward Rutledge

and Mr. T. L. Shippen in 1788, Jefferson described tavern
keepers as "hackneyed rascals" who "must never be considered
when wo calculate natural character. 1136 Baron Von Closen

lodging in a very poor ordinary, lodged the next nir,ht in
the luxury of a fine plant at ion and exclaimed, "What a
difference from Louisa Courthouse!l

But imagine our sorrow

to have to depart after breakfast! J1 n37
Perhaps the most tellinl!, statement of the low regard
of the planter for the rural ordinary is this camnent by

Smyth:
When a person of more r::enteel figure then common
calls at an ordinary (the name of their inns), for
refreshment and lodgin~ for a night, as soon as any
of the gentlemen of fortune in the neighborhood hears
of it, he either comes for him himself, or sends him
a polite end pressin~ invitation to his house, where
he meets with entertainment and accommodation,
infinitely superior in every respect to Wi.et he could
have received et the inn. If he should happen to be
fatigued with travelling, he is treated in the most
hospitable and genteel manner; and hie servants end
horses also fare pl~~teously, for as long a time as
he chooses to stay.j

36. Th01111a Jefferson, The ~Tit1nga of Thomas Jefferson,
ed. Andrew A. Lipscomb (Washington, D. c.: ~he Thomas Jefferson Memorial Association, 1903), XVII, 291.
37.

Von Closen, .2!?.•

£.!i.,

p.

185.

38. Smyth, .2!!• cit., I, 70-71. The English Officer
Thomas Anburey, who was a prisoner of war in Virginia but who

was allowed to travel in the state, wrote in 1719:

"If any

planters heard of e rry gentleman beina; at one of these ordi-
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Several later travellers, also, experienced this fOr'm
of hospitnl.1ty

that Srnyth described.

The New Englander,

Hezekiah Prince, travelling in Virginia in 1791 Oorrlmont ed:
Their social 1ncl1notions ond their somewhat isolated si tuat 1ons oft en prompt tho conv1 viel planter,
when his white nei~hbors ere engaged, or beyond his
reach, to send out to the nee rest crossroad tavern,
end invite any transient stranger w~~ may chance to be
stopping there to make him a visit.
Prince later described another occurrence of the
practice while trnvclling in Caroline County:
While we were stopping for the nip;ht in Caroline
County, we received a polite note from e plonter by
the name of Stapleton to visit him et his house, a
few miles dist ant. The note wes brought to us by a
negro with a cerria~e and lantern, who conducted us to
his master's, house, and returned with us to the tavern
at midn1~ht.l0

Still later in the period, John Bernard oont11ented on
the practice, and in 1799 he wroto:
Anet her ••• plan wns to send the negroe s round at

ni~htfall

to the nearest inns (here vory properly
tenne d "ordinaries"), with s note to any lady or
gentlemen who might be putting up there, stating
thst if they did not like their accommodation,
Mr.
would be hapoy to see them at his house
close by,
which o black with a lantern would conduct them.~l

fP

narie a; they would send a negroe with en invitation to their
own house." Thomas Anburev, Tr0vels Throu~h the Interior
Parts of America {Lend on: ·Printed for Wil !am-Lane, LeadenhallStreet;-1791), II, 301i.

39.

Prince, ££• cit., P•

'.i o.

-Ibid.

41.

Bernard, ~·

.£!!.,

733.

pp.

152-153.
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From these ststemnnts we

mi~t

conclude that the

planter sow the locol ordinary as e plece for the moet common
people end with the exception of the taverns in the towns, and
those across fror.: the county court house, 1r they wel"e in good
condition, he would visit tho local

ordina~

only ror gaming

em drinking or when rorced to by had weethor.
plantation owner frequently gnvo the trnveller

Indeed the
0

letter or

T"800!"lr.lendntion to a planteT" who lived nlonfl tho traveller's
route, or, at least,

~ntioned

the nnmea or other planters

or the better ordinaries alone: the way.

Richerd Honry Lee,

ror example, in a letter to Mr. Hanry Lnurena who woe to visit
him rrcm Philadelphia, wrote:
There ore three houses on your wny fra1 Philadelphia
the ~nste r:i of wh1 ch o N! r:'.Y rr~. tmds nn1 where
yourself, your peoplo, ond horses will be kindly and
hospitnbly entertntnod ••• I mention these, bocnune the
public houses atf.ord very indifferent enterteinment
rc:r men or horse. 42
h~r,

With the gront nr.ount of nrivnte hoenitnlity enrl the
antipathy of mnny
be d1t"f1cult to

Many rurel &!'ens

in~1v1duols

~ee

~on !iO'l"C

th~

public houses, it may

how the OT'dinaT'y eY.1nted nt nl 1, nnd in

throu~hout

position was precarious.

nnrl thou~h

toward

0

the enrly pert
ut on

th~

the period its

of

ponulnt1on r,rew end more

they we'N' frequently vnry pool" in

qu~lity,

they be-

and r.iore to s"rve 1r.:riortont functions in the c-Jmmunity.

ichJJrd Henry Loe, The Lf!ttoT'" of ':"1ichnrd Henry
Lee, ed. James Curtis Ballagh {New York:
Racmlllian
C~peny, 1911l 1 , II, 63.
(June 6, 1779).
112.

0
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CHAPTER IV
PUfl.LIC

ACCOM~ODATIONS

As is to be expected, the taverns end ordinaries in
Virginie developed their services and increased their
numbers in the areas in which there was the most demand.
Although some ordinaries provided only meals and no lodgings,
travellers generally judged a public house on three things:
the quality or the food, the cleanliness and comfort of the
lodging, end the facilities available for his horse.

The

care or the horse was or major concern to the traveller,

ror

tho quality of the horse's food end stablege was usually reflected in the ease and distance covered in the next day's
journey.

In one or the rew detailed remarks about ordi-

naries 1n his diary, Washington pointed out some or the conditions necessary, in the eyes or travellers, ror e good
ordinary when he stated, "Pr1cherd 1 s is also a pretty good
House, their

bein~

tolerably clean."

fine Pasturage, good fences, and Beds

1

Public Houses
The nmnber or taverns and ordinaries was also dependent
on demand.

As the population grew end expanded, towns grew,

l. Washington, oo. cit., I, 405. Chastellux makes
several comments similartotn1s one by Washington. See
Chestellux, .2£.• £..!.!., II, 418.
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commerce and

i:90

veT'nment matured, travel became more frequent,

more necessary, and covered longer distances, snd as a result, taverns f.l'ld ordinaries expanded their number end became
more frequented by the traveller.

George Washington, for

example, in his diary made little mention of using ord1nar1e s
in bis early travel to Williamsburg, but in subsequent trips,
he made more frequent use of them and developed regular stopping places on his trips there.
the one

Wash1n~ton

2

It was along roads, such as

to cic to Williemsbu rg, linking the :na jar

towns of Alexandria, Fredericksburg, Richmond, Williamsburg,
Norfolk, and Winchester, that ordinaries end taverns were to
be found in the greatest numbers in rural areas.

It is true

also that public houses were generally round to be most
numerous in the areas specified for their location by the
General Assembly in their efforts to restrict the number and
location of public houses, 3 but this seems to have been more
s case of supply meeting demand than of legislative influence,
and county focal points such as crossroads and mills were
favorite spots for ordinaries as were geographic barriers.
Roads that led across rivers or mountains often delayed
travellers and created demands fer lodging, but the most
popular spot for the ordinary was the o ounty courthouse.

2.

.!£!.2..,

3.

See footnote 1 of chapter II.

I, 155-156, 37e.379.
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The county courthouse in early Virginia was usually
located in the center

or

the county, to make it convenient

to all areas. 4 Around the courthouse end its ordinary small
villages usually developed, and because the courthouse,
especially during court sessions, was the center of county
activity, the better roads usually converged on 1t.
to the advantages

or

Added

being located on good, well-travelled

roads, and of bein!:". able to draw local village clientele,
there was the benefit of heavy business during court sessions.
The olientele ·often included quite a few gentlemen who were
used to finer foods end service end were willing to pay for it.
Several travellers mention the county courthouse ordinary end make special note of it.
this description or

Cumbe~lend

Chaatellux in 1782 gave

Courthouse.

I reached Cumberland Courthouse, where I stopped
for breakfast. This ls the shire town of a fairly
extensive county; Besides the courthouse and a large
tavern which is its necessary appende~e, there are
seven or eight houses inhabited by gentlemen or
pronerty. I found the t evern full of people, and
learned that the county judges wore assembled to hold
a "Court of Claims, •••• "5
.
Schoepf also gnve a valuable statement about courthouse ordinaries when he concluded:
Two miles from the Pumunkey, we arrived et Hanover
Court-house. As once it wos the custom in Europe, in
the furtherance of piety, to place tap-houses near
remote churches and chapels, so in America, to the

4.
5.

Chastellux, -'?!?• .£.!!., II, 380-381.
Ibid., II, 416.
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advantage or justice, the oourt-house is nover without a like convenience. Court-houses, where the
monthly end quarterly judicial assemblies for each
county ere held, are placed by preference in the
middle of the county, and if there is no little
town alreAdy there,
court-house is built in the
woods none the less.

6he

Although Sohoepf's tnp-housos for the advantage of
justice were probably of greater advantage to the tavern
keeper ond the thirst or the court, Chastellux and Schoepf
both point out the necessity and importance of the courthouse
ordinary and Chastellux reemphasizes this importance when he
describes a typical courthouse ordinary at Hanover:

A very large hall end e covered portico are used to
receive the people who assemble every three months at
the courthouse, either for private or public business.
This asylum is the more necessary as there are no other
houses in the neighborhood. Travelers make use of
these establishments, which 819 indispensable in a
country so thinly inhabited that the other houses are
often at a distance of two or three miles from each
other.'
A later traveller, the well-read Frenchman La
Roohefouoauld; also discussed the role or the courthouse ordinary in 1796:

In Virginia, where the villages
than in othor parts, and inns very
generally one ad join .1ng the Court
the justices, lawyers, end parti~s
to produce either a bed or food.

are less numerous
scarce, there is
House, without which
would have no means

1i6-l~7.

6.

Schoepf, £!!• ill_., II,

7.

Chaetellux, .2£• cit., II, 380.

8.

La Rochefoucaul¢, .££•

.£.!!., II, 65-66.
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Aside fran the crd1nary at the crur thouse, which was
usually of good appearance, the average county public hoUBe
differed a great deal in size, quality md location, not only
from area to area, but from one ordinary to its neighbor.
Travellers, therefore, not only differed among themselves as
to the quality of the state's public houses, but their indi•
vidual journals also contain

Va!'Yin~

aooounts or the appearance

of the taverns md orainaries depending on where the tre vellor
visited.

This variation in grade is indicated in this

account by Von Clasen as he travelled with the French MajorGene:ral Rochambeau through Virginia in 17e2:
In the evenin~ we slept et Louisa Courthouse, 30
miles fran Offley 1 in the house of a carte in Johnston,
a fonner maj<r in the militia. I can truthfully say
that I had never seen a dirtier, more shocking, and
more stinkinrr barracks than that of this major ••••
Not one of us could shut an eye throughout the night.
The general ffiochambeay, who alone could havo a bed,
was eaten by vermin, and we, who slept on straw, had
our ears tickled by rat al
Consequently, we decamped the next day, the 21st,
at dawn. r•e were much h~pier in our breakfast; we
happened upon Colonel Boaewell's houeo eleven miles
fran Louisa Courthouse, where we frund a we 11 ordered
establishme~t and more honest people who were very
hosp! table.
Many later travellers also formed va!'ying opinions concerninp: the quality of the various public houses they visited.

9. Von Cloeen, ~· o it., p. 1Al-1P2. This comment
would seem to indicate tnat"the quality or the courthouse
ordinary was not always good, but this instance was probably
an exception. Chastellux gives a slightly more favorable
description of the same ordinary. See Chastellux, S!• cit.,

II, 387, 573.

---
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"The only tavern if lt could be so-called, wa1 Vl"'ttohed and
crowded w1 th a ll'!Otley and noisy aet

or

beings •• ,,• wrote

Er.gliatuiuan, Joaeph Hadtleld, or I Vlrglnt1 public
10
house ln l 7E5,
and the Prench Duke de t.a Rocheroucau'ltt:,
the

youn~

travellirur near Staunton 1n 17q6, noted, "••••

w~an

who keopa

an inn, or at least who aaoumed the title in an adverthe"'8nt
over her door, was not able to furnish ua a brenlcf1tat tn her
hut, tho most filthy and nasty I havr hitherto met with

throu~hout A.merlca."11 Theae condltlaia were aleo noted by
Mr, Henry Franklin, an :::nr;l h'i:!:nn, who wrote to h1a brother

in 1793 or a terry house

crd1na~

ln the Northern Jeckt "The

Ferry House looked like the r:ans1on or n1Jlery 1 and 11 ao

badly supplied with prov1aions, thnt we could hardly

~et

any

th1
. ng t o ea t , •• , "12

Perhaps William

with the

a~ate'a

V1rg1nin nonr

Lou~hton

SM1th had the Moet dtrrtoulty

publle houaes an he travelled in southern

~anvtlle

1n i701.

Sr.:1th hnd tho M1afortune

or

stoy1nl'l' at three poor taverns ln a row v1 th o re aultlng loaa

or sleep.

On

the rtrst

n1~ht

at

~1lly

neorr.e's Tavern, Smith

wrote, "I t'ount1 1 t 'bad enough J there was ne 1 ther

rutn

nor

au~ri

10. ~oaonh Ytlld rielt1' ~ i-7ncl 18.,Mtm in .-.~"!"lOA, 17fl5,
ed. DouC'lan ~>. ~obet-teon (':'oronto: The Hunfir-1o!le Cmoony
Lim1 tad, l<)J)), ?• 'i.

ll,

Ls 'Rooherouonul.i±,

12.

·fl(·akef 1eld 1 .2.2•

~·cit,,

~·,

p. '• 7.

1r, q3.
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he borrowed some rum from a neighbor, but I lost my tea.

The

bugs made n heartier supper on me than I did on my bacon and,
eggs.'11 3 At his next tavern Smith round the landloro's
brother to be en "idiot" while the landlord "was, himself,
but one remove fran. 1 t. nl4 He concluded, "My fare was in-

different, ••• as I was kept awake a great part or the night by
bu~s

end fleas, and the united groaning end grunting or the

hogs under the window •••• nlS Smith's ordeal was not yet over,
unfortunately, and at Colonel Dix• Tavern he again had difficulty:
A sick, cross child made a terrible noise from the
time I entered the house till bedtime, and then its
mother, who was suddenly seized with a violent fit c£
oolio, commenced the most dreadful howling, screaming,
and groaning I ever heard, and as my chmnber was only
separated by a thin partition, I was ~ipt awake by her
music ths greatest part of the night.
In spite of t '00 pro blame end 1nconven1enoes that many
ordinaries end taverns presented to the visitor, travellers

Smith, .2.E.•

.!!?.!.2.•t

-Ibid.
Ibid.

~.,

P• 70 •

P• 71.

16.
Latrobe slso had e similar problem with ·
thin walls wli1'!8 stoyinP: in Ale :-::andr1o in 1796: "Several or
the worthies choose to sleep st the tavern, and they were
ushered into the room exactly over my head; to go to bed
quietly lo:ould have been entirely out of character ••• wrestling,
tumbling, danc1n~, pulling about bedsteads were the gymnastic
exercises w1 th which the night was concluded." Latrobe, .22•
~· p. 32.
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were often favorably impressed with the public houses
Virginia.

or

Travellers, in contrast with unfavorable comments,

noted, on severel ocoasions, staying at good lodgings in
Virginia, end some well-travelled individuals when canparing
Virginia's public houses with thcee of other states, were
pleased with the quality or many Virg1 n1a taverns and crdinar ies.

William Loughton Smith, ·who seams to have entered

each public house with patience and an opon mind, wrote or a
good house near Richmond, "At Hopkins, twenty miles from
Richmond, on a road to Janet's bridge, I met very good rare,
a neat, clean house, and a very ctvil landlord."1 7 John Davis

was another traveller who round good accommodations in Virginia,
"I found elegant accommodations et Gadesby's hotel.

It 18

observable that Gadesby keeps the best house of entertainment
18
in the United Stntes. n
Thomas Chapman also wrote or an
excellent Virginia public house.
Here I put up at Heiscall's Tavern, which is a
spacious, well contrived House with every sort of
excellent accommodations for Travellers, in addition
to wch. Heiscsll himself 1s an attentive men, and has
got a canpleat set or active cleaver Danesticka.19
The well-travelled French nobleman, the Duke de La
Rochefoucauld:-Lisncourt, ronned this conclusion in comparing

.£..!.!.,
.21!• .£!!.,

17.

Smith, .2£•

p.

66.

18.

Davis,

pp. 222-223.

19.

Chapman, .2.!?.• cit., p. 366.
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Vir gin1a taverns with thee e in the :rest of America:
Although the inns are sometimes badt yet upon the
whole they are better than in the other states. Those
in the beck country, where I have travelled, are preferable to the inns in many or the most inhabited
parts of New Englena.20
From these statements one can see that ordinaries and
taverns differed in quality almost as much as hotels do todoy,
but ord1neriP.s and taverns

or

the period generally had enough

similarities to enable travellers to make general descriptions
of the typical early

Vir~1n1a

public house.

J. F.

n.

Smyth,

an English physician end adventurer who travelled in America

rrom 1769-1775, gave this description Of a typical Virginia
public house:
The houses are almost all of wood, covered with
the same; the root with shingles, the sides end ends
with thin boards, end not always lathed snd plastered
within; only those of the better sort ere finished in
that manner, end painted on the outside. The chimneys
are sometimes of brick, but more comrnonly of wood
coated on the inside with clay. The windows of the
best sort have glass ~f them; the rest have none, and
only wooden shutters.

A later English traveller, Arthur Middleton, described
the typical Virginia public house in a letter to h1a brother
as he travelled near Alexandria in 1793:
We scarcely pass ten or twelve miles without seei~
a tavern, as they cell inns in this country. They are
all built of wood, and resemble one another, hev11'1S1, a
porch in front, the len?;th of t m house, almost covered

Rochefouceul~,

~.,

20.

La

21.

Smyth, .2£.• cit., I, '-i9.

21?.•

II, 121-122.
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with hondbills; they have no sign, but tnke their name
from the person that keeps the house, who is often e mnn
of consequence; for the profession of en innko~~er is
far more respected tn America than tn England.
Public houses advertised tn the Virginie Gazette for
loose, sale, or rent oooasionally carried

A

description of

the butldinp; which gave good information about the phystcel
appearance of taverns end crdineries.

Tho odvertisemonts

would et times point out special features such as gloss wtndowe, the number of ftreplooes, end stone chimneys, whtch
2
seem to have been e special luxury. 3
The

followin~

advertisement placed in the Virginia

Gazette in 1771 is a good example.

"An Ordinary House fifty

four feet long, finished off in a complete Menner, hes throe
Rooms above Stairs, one of which hne o Fireplece._"2'~ _The
owner of thts ordinary which ts 1 ocnted on his plantation,
which is elso for sale, states in addition:

"To every Dwell-

ing house, Store, etc. Etc ••• are fOOd Prick Chimnies, the

22. Wakefield, oo. cit., P• 39. Other trnvellera also
mention the lonis porch aescrr'bed by Middleton. Toulmin found
the Eagle TeveT"?l in ~ichmond " ••• a large commodious brick
house, with a long narc~ or galley in tho front, a convenience
which for the seke or fresh air is very frequently provided
in this neighborhood." Toulmin, .2E.• cit., p. 31t. See also
Chastellux, ~· £.!:!., II, 3eo.
~

23. One ed carries only this brier descr1~tion: "The
noted Ordinary at Westhem with Stone Chimn1es....
Advertisement in tho Vir')ln1a Gazette, Decnnber 10, 1712.

1771.

Advertisement in the V1rp:ln1e Ga,.ette, March 21,
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Houses underpinned with Bricks and good Cellars, en! all in
good Repair."

25

The physical description of two other ordinaries
located in rural areas are fairly similar in their dimensions
and are perhaps typical

or

rural ordinaries.

An

advertisement

on Long Ordinary located on a plantation near Cumberland Courthouse states, "The Ordinary is thirty six by twenty eight Feet,
has four Rooms below end two above, with a Fireplace to each• ••• "

Another rural ordinary located at Boyd's Hole is described in
this manner.

"The Ordinary is thirty Feet

l~

and twenty

Feet wide, hos three Rocms end a Passage belCM Stairs and
four Rooms above, ell· well furnished. n 2 7
The advertisement of two houses located in towns, in
addition, include physical descriptions which seem to indicate
that they may be slightly larger then the rural

crdina~ies

previously mentioned end it also is interesting to note that
the term tavern rather than ordinary is used in describing

both of these town houses.

A tavern in Petersburg is described

in this manner:
A very large and commodious Houao in the Town or
Petersburg, built for a Tavern, and well fitted for
Business; 1 t is two stories high, has a Number of

1771.
1774·

25.

Ibid.

26.

Advertisement in the Virginia Gazette, May 16,

27.

Advertisement in the Virginia Gazette, June 9,

26
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very convenient Lodging Rooms, and ler~~ and small
Rooms :for the Entertainment or Guests.
A second tavern located in the town

or

Newcastle hes

a similar description:
A 1.arge two Story Dwe111nghouse, with three
commodious Rooms on a Floor each with a Fireplace.
It is exceedingly well calculated for ~ Tavorn, end
is pleasantly situated near the River. 9
The tact that both town houses mention a second story
while the rural ordinaries mention rooms as being merely above
stairs would perhaps indicate that the rural ordinaries described hEK3 only one n.oor and a furnished attic while the
taverns had two complete floors.
The actual difference between the terms tavern and
ordinary was probably slight with no clear out line separating
the two.

llo doubt many taverns should have been termed ord1-

nar1es and roany ordinnr!es we.re fine enough to have been true

taverns.

Although the tavern was roore elaborate and offered

better service than did the ordinary, the two terms to a
large degree were

interch~nged,

and while there was e dif-

ference, it wns often indiscernible to the traveller es can
be noted in the stnteroent by Smyth:
There 1s no d1st1nct1on here between 1nns, taver'ns,
ord1nnr1es, and public houses; they are ell in one,
and are known by the appellation of taverns, public

1772.
1772.

28.

Advertisement in the Virginia Gazette, April 23,

29.

Advert1senent 1n the V!ratnia Gazette, December 10 1
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houses, 01'" ordinaries, which in the general acceptance
or the names here are synonymous te?"tTls. They are all
very indifferent indeed oompered with the inns in
England; end three-fourths of them are in reelity
little better then mere shelters from the weather;
yet the worst Qb them is by no means deficient in
charging high.J
Smyth's complaint about the high prices charged for
food and lodging by tavern operators was a fairly common
grievance with many other travellers es well in early Virginia.
The Frenchman Brissot De Warville, travelling in Virginia in

1788, for example, stated, "At a tavern there I paid a dollar
for a supper, which in Pennsylvania would have cost me two
shillings, in Connecticut one. n 31 Harry Toulmin was not quite
so critical when he wrote in 1793, "These prices appear to

be high and no doubt they aro when canpared with those of
New England.

But t-1.len compared with the rAtes of British

taverns they are not so high es at first sight they appear
to be." 32 Another traveller, the Englishman David Erskine
was more critical of the rates charged him in a Norfolk
tavern 1n 1798 and wrote to his father:

30. Smyth, ~· cit., I, 50. Anburey gave a more
accurate comment:
••• out of the principal towns, all
taverns end public houses are, in Virginia, celled ordinaries,
and 'fa1 th not improperly. 11 Anburey, .2£• ill•, II, 303.
31. J. P. Brissot De Harville, New Travels in the
United States or America (Dublin: Printeef bY
Corne~

17921, 435.
.!:!!?.•

·

32.

.£!!.,

-

w.

Toulmin, ..QE.• cit., p. 3'i. See also Chastellux,
II, 428; anC-Anhurey, -2!!• cit., II, 303.
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I am nov vritin~ trom a Tavern (as they call the
House I om at) a name it is only entitled to from the
extravo~ant charges they make, which I assure you,
altho' the oruntry abounds in every thing, are very
nearly twiao as high as in England besides being more
in number • .J.J

Prices for food and lodging remained fairly high in
spite or repeated legislative efforts to reduce end regulate prices end in spite or abundant

sup~l1es

or food.

The

nuctuotions on the price or tobacco, as more and more was
produced in the tobacco based economy, probobly had SQl'lething to do with the h1Ejh prices, as did the effects or
scarcity ond

pillagin~

caused by the Revolution, 34 but the

most important reason for these consistently high prices,
howover, wos probably due to the fairly small ntmlber or
travellers during the period.

With slow methods of trans-

portation end rev adequate roads, travel wos still fairly
primitive ond was usually attempted only when necessary.

or

those who did travel lll8ny were able at one time or another
to obtain free hospitality fr0l!1 a plantation owner, and as
a result, the tavern operator had to make e profit on the
number or guests he received by charging high prices.

-Food

The tood 1 for which the traveller often po id

BO

much 1

33.

David Montaaue Erskine, "Letters From America

34.

Chastellux, .2£•

1798-1799," ed. Patricia Holbert Menk, The William and
QuarterlI, third eeries, VI (April, 19 1 ~'lf}, 253.
-

..£..!!.,

II, 37P.

1:!!!:Z
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was usually taken from the imned1ate resources or the area
and, though usually abundant, had little variety except .from
I

section to section.

The traveller was frequdotlj... given no

choice or different foods except in the better taverns or
tho large towns, and if he were travelling near water for
example, the traveller was assured of a steady diet of fish
or other seafood as he went from one ordinary to the next.
The quality or the food's preparation, of course, varied from
cook to cook and from one ordinary to the next and this variation is renected in the travel accounts.
Travellers, who were f eirly familiar with the practice
of Virginia public houses in

servin~

just one selection or

foods, usually were prepared for this minimum selection
although at times they were pleasantly or unpleasantly surprised in their visits.

The English traveller, Daniel Fisher,

travelling from Yorktown to Philadelphia in

1755,

demonstrated

this characteristic when he stopped et a public house on the
Mattapon1 River:
For Eating according to my general custom, I would
have taken anything that was ready in the House, declining to accept some green Pees which the good Woman
offered me, as I presumed them to be, yet a rarity;
but she taking 111a into the Garden in order to convince
me or her hP-ving plenty ••• ,I consegted ••• and she provided me with en excellent supper.-'~

35.

- -

Fisher, on. cit., II, 788-7eq.
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At times, however, Fisher was unpleasantly surprised
to find that the rood failed to me et even his minimum expee tat i ono s
My landlord demanding what I would have; I naned

e Chicken, Eggs, l-'ilk, or such things which I pro!umed
few H~uses in the Country could well do without, but
nothing or this could be had; my only choice was a ~
piece or broiled rusty Bacon and an Indian Hoa Cake.~ 6

Travellers who ware new to Virginia on the other hand
frequently found it bard to adjust to the lack of a selection
of roods and continued to ask for foods that were seldom avail-

able.

A good example of this cen be seen in this statement

by Alexender Macaulay, a Scottish merchant who was

roturni~

rran Louisa county to his place of business in Yorktown in

1783, and who had an often nspeatad fondness ror oysters:
wbat can you give us for dinner? Have you any
Oysters? Have you any Fish? ''Net tber Sir." Then
give us anything you please.

Halt mi hour brought ua a Roost Turkey, Hmn,
Eggs end sp3~ege end an elegant wild Duck nicely
roasted....
·
Mrs. Charlotte Browne, who was a hosp1 tel matron in

Braddock's army end who travelled in Virginia in 1754, also
round large quantities or

rood

available

r or

dirmer when she

dined at Hmnpton, "Had for dinner a Hem end Turkey, a Breast

36.
37.

The William

~.,

II, 7eq-790.

Alexender Meceuloy, "Journal or Alexender Macauley,"

ooo

Tlm'2), itti. -

Mary Quarterly, XI, first series, (October,

of Veal, and Oysters, to drink Madeira Wine, Punoh, and

Cyder."

38 As the British troops moved into western Virginia

the rood became more restrictive And she noted, "Dinned on
Salt Oemmon, noth1~ better to be hed."3 9 Salt Gammon canes
to be the usual meal, but Mrs. Browne continue" to ask for
something different as this passage illustrstea.

at Mr. Minor's.

"We halted

We order'd sotm Fowls ror Dinner but not one

to be had, so was obliged to set down to our old Dish, Gammon

am

Greens• ""'•O
Chastellux round similar oircllI!lstoncea when he was

travelling near Waynesboro in 1782 and comments:
Even had Hr. Steel - for that was my landlord' a name been more active, and his wire ••• more industrious,
both together could not he.ve mde up for the total lack
of broad ond any kind of drink that they were then
experiencing. The bread wos just kneaded, but not
yet put into the ove~
And ns for liquors, the house
made use or none •••• 1
The public houses of Virginia, 1n addition to

se~v1ng

a limited fare, also generally had e epeoif1o hour to serve
the meals, and if a traveller arrived at the wrong time, he
was forced to ws it tr he wanted food. _J The English traveller,
Arthur Middleton noted this practice in 1793i

38. Mrs. Charlotte Browne, "With Srsddock•s Army Mrs. Browne's Diary in Virg,1n1a and Marylan:i," The V1r~n1a
Magazine 2£. Histor;t ~ Bio~rnnh;t, XXXII (October, 1920, J06.
39.

Ibid., 3'J7.

40. ill!!·
Iµ.

Chestellwc, .2!?.•

ill•,

II, '' 03.

Instead or supplyinci: their p;ueata es soon ft& they
erri ve, they 1'!1nke every body conro?"!!1 to one hour, rar
the diffe1"'8nt meals; eo that you must often p:o vtthout
your dinner, or delay your, journey till the innkeeper
pleases to lny the cloth.~ 2
Trnvellers, who mieeed their rneola, therefore, frequently Oai1plained or the poor service and lack Of food.
Isaac Weld wrote in 1796
fain have got

or

this problem:

"Here I vould

to eat tr possible, but not even ao
'i 3
breed was to be had,"
ani while on a

somethin~

much as a piece

or

trip from Norfolk to Rio tnond h'eld hod the a ame p!'oblm

8Q'll

1n 1

"The aocO!'llr.1odation at taverns along this road I round moat
wretohedJ

noth1n~

waa to be had but rancid fish, tat aal t

pork and breed made or Indian corn.

Pot' this tndtrrerent

rare also I had to wait ortenttnen on hOU?"
?-addlet"'n hnd a very

st~ilar

hto. "

1111

Arthur

eor:ploint alm':' n ali>'-htly dlr-

rerent route, and vr:Jta his brother in

2.£.• ill••

Wokef1eld 1 op. clt., Pe
Held,

°"

i7q3,

"The taveMta

Jq.

II, 201).

~!~.
Ibid., II, lPJ. Thomae '?atrrnx trnv'!ll tnr- the
route a~d tn i7qq a'l'reed with Weld. At 3~1thfield
he found " ••• a rirliculous Ccr.:rpetttion between two Taverna
on opposite s1des or the Street," but he round breakfnst
"not very 1nv1t1n~" and coocluded: " ••• It wne :r.uch of a
piece with what we had met ~1th at the other houeee on the
rond, ror the fnct is the~e is noth1r.;; like ~ood accc:r.?'10dations
to be round anT where between Petersburg and Norfolk."
B8?"le

Fairfax, .2!?• cit., P•

J.

along the coast between Norfolk and Charlestown are wretched,
W~.

end the fare accords w1 th them.

could often get no bread

but that made of Ir.dlen corn which i,s very coarse, strong,
and unp1 eesan t ••••

"'t5

Fostor o onoluded in

Th e English diplomat Sir John

Au~stua

18d~:

The tavern wee meen-lookin~ end the rare equally eo.
However I got a bed-room to myself, and as for eating,
1f e men cannot live on fried chickon and fried hmn he
nust starve on this reed, end 1n lower Virginia, BP.Eerally speaking, for he is sure to get nothinEr, else.·l
Other ordinaries arrl taverns hod more abundance and
Chestellux mentioned severnl tlmes of

hovin~

a r,ood breakfast

of hSl'Tl, butter, ogva, and coffee or whiskey to drink,
while in Piohnond in 17f2 he

~Ave

'l7 end

this description of his

stay:
I wns takon to the western hill to o very good inn ••••
\ve were therefore served irmiadietcly, but with such
magnificence nnd profusion that there would hevo been

more than enough for twonty persons. Each new dish
placed bofore us was greeted with bursts of lour,hter,
but not without considerable anxiety rw tho next days
bill; for I had been warnod that the inns ot Richmond
were very dear. I escaped, however, far seven or eight
louis, which was not enormous coneiderin~ whot we hed.
Some time previously Y. de Rochambeau had paid twentyfivo louis at another inn, merely for bavi~ some
horses there for rour or five daye •••• 4~

'~5.

Wakefield, .2.E•

116.

Poster, ..2£•

47.

Chestellux, .22• c 1 t.' II,

,, 8.

~

..

~·

ill•'

, p. 61.

P• 135.

po. 'i27- 1l2e.
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A later traveller the Englishman Francis Baily, who
was later president of the Royal Astronomical Society, gave
this description of a good meal at the Eagle Tavern 1n NQl'folk
in 1796:
We were soon ushered in to dinner, when I saw about
forty people (oons1stin~ or boarders in the house, end
inhabitants of the town) settinir, down to a long table
covered with a prot,usion of every necessary, in a plain
but plant iful way_.~ '1
These conmonts seem to show that food was often sorved
in generous portions, but tended to be monotonous in the
smaller ordinaries of rural areas, while !n the larger towns
thcr-e was greater variety.

Lodp;ing
Although travellers were at times fntrly well satisfied
by the food supplied by taverns and ordinaries they generally

were more critical of
difficult to find.

lodgin~

facilities which were more

Many ordinaries served only food and drink

and had no sleeping places, while some or those that did provide sleeping nreas were so small that they could only accommodate three or four t rnvcllers.

50

The reasons for this, of

course, go back to the small numbers of travollers end to

li9. Francis Baily, Journal of a Tour in Unsettled
Parts of north America in 1-1§ & 1797 TLondon: Bally
~rothers, Royal Exohange-BUII01ngs;-r856), p. 100.

.2£•

50.

.£.!!.,

Reichel, .£.E.• ~., p.

II, 1~13.

595;

and Chastellux,
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competition from. plantations.

If the traveller was lucky

enough to find a tavern or ordinary, where he could spend the
night, he might be forced to share his bed or at least his
room with several others, and if the beds were filled, or if
none were available, he might have to sleep on the floor where
the owners, in some cases, provided straw.

The public houses

usually had several beds to a room end littlo other furniture
or conveniences.

Once again the lodging accommodations would

differ from ordinary to ordinary, atn the comfort of the
traveller would depend, of course, on the number of travellers
at the tavern or ordinary whon he arrived.

Some taverns and

ordinaries were cleaner and offered adequate service while
others were hardly tolerable.

This comment by Smyth offers

a good illustration, "If the accommodations were good at
Dumfrieo, they were proportionably bad at Colchester. n5l
While some travellers found well furnished lodgings with
clean, comfortsble beds, other travellers were not so fortunate and there were frequent complaints about the lack
furniture and privacy as well as dirty
Daniel Fisher, travelling
Rappahannock in

ne~r

am

or

crowded beds!_

Leid's Town on the

1755 wos highly impressed with the furnishings

of the ordinary where he ape nt the night:
••• I put
Ordinary in

51.

at Mr. T
ts~ esteemed the best
Town, and indeed the House end Furniture,

up

Smyth, .2!?.•

~.,

II, 176.
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has as elegant an apPearance, as any I have seen in
the country •••• The Chairs, Tables, &o of the Room I
was conducted into, was oll or Mahogany, end so sturt
with fine large gla1zed Copper Plate Print9: That I
almos~ fancied m~aelf in Jeffriess• or some other elegant Print Shop.!12
Mrs. Charlotte Browne, on the other hand, gave a de-

scription or a poorly furnished ordinary at Bellhaven when
she d ascribed the dininp: room:

"The Furnt ture was three

Cheirs, a Table, a Case to hold Liquor and a 'rea Chest."

53

Of her own bedroom she stated, "A Room but little larger
than to hold my Bed, and not so much as a Chair in it.

,,5'~

Mrs. Browne had another unf ortunete experience wt th ordinary
lodgings, which was quite common to travellers.

After dining

once eMtin on "Gmnmon end Greens" at Thompson's ordinary she
noted; "My Lodt:,inge not beinf". very !7,0od, I had so many close
Companions onll'd Ticks that deprived me of my Nights Rest •••• ~5

Chnstellux_ elso had difficulties in find lodging places
and deacribes what he considered to be one of the worst lodging places he v1a1ted in America in en ordinary nenr Waynesboro in 1782:

52.

Fisher, ~· cit., II, 791.

5'3.
SJ4.
55.

Browne,

op. cit., p. 301.

Ibid.

Ibid., p.

JlJ.
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has as elegant en appearance.··. as any I have seen in
the countey ••• •The Chairs, Tables, &o of the Room I
was conducted into, was all of Mahogany,, and so sturt
with fine -large glaized Copper Plate Prints: That I
almost fancied m3~elf in Jeffriess• or some other elegant Print Shop.!1
Mrs. Charlotte Browne, on the other hand, gave .a description or.· a poorly furnished ordinary st Bellhaven when
she d ascribed. the dining room:
Chairs, e Table,

a

·"The Furn1 ture was three

Case' to hold Liquor, and a Tee Chest. tt

53

Of her· own bedroom she stated, "A Room but little lerger
than to ·hold my Bed,· and not so much as e Chair in 1t. 1154
Mrs. Browm had another un:f ortunate. experience

·wit~

lodgings, which was quite common .to travellers.

ordinary

After dining

once B'!-9 in on "Gmnmon and Greens" at Thompson's ordinary she
noted; "My .Lod ginge not be1np: very good, I had so many close

Companions onll 'd Ticks that deprived me of my Nights Rest •••• ~5

Chasteliux, 'also had difficulties in find lodging places
nnd describes whet he considered to be ona of the· worst lodg-

ing places he '.v1e1ted 1n America in an ord1nnry nenr Waynes-

boro in 1782:

52.
53.

Fisher, .2£• cit., II, 791.

5'~.

-Ibid.

Browne,

-op. -cit.,

55. .!lli•' ·P• 313.

p.· 307.
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Mrs. Teaze, the mistress or the house, was sometime
ago bereft by the death of her husband, and I verily
believe that she was also bereft of all her turniture,
tor I have never seen a more badly furnished house.
A poor t 1n vessel was the only 0 bowl" used ror the_'. ·
family, our servants, end ourselves; I dare not say
for what other use 1 t was• ottered us when we went to
bed. As we·were four masters ••• the hostess end her
family were obliged to-give up their bed to us. Just
as we were deciding to make use or it, a tall young
man entered the room. -.and ·took out e ·little bottle•
I asked him what it wes. "It 1 s a drug," he said ••••
"And what ts your trouble.?." I added •••• He replied,
"only a 'little itch.'" I found this sdmiss ion appealing 1n candor, but was by~o .means sorry that I had·
sheets in my portmanteeu.~o
The lack of beds that Chastellux noted is also mentioned by the young Englishman, Nicholas Cresswell, when he
casually wrote, "Lodged et the Great Meadows at one Lynch's
Tavern •••• Great want of beds but I am well content with the
floor and my blanket. tt57 Another traveller, the German

physician Schoepf, round fault with his Richmond lodgings
when he stated in 1783:
•• ~the indelicate custom or having so many beds
together in one room is the more surprising, since ·
elsewhere in America there is much store set by
decorum and neatness, which by such SQ. arrangement
ae this must often be dispensed with.? 8.
This practice of putting several beds in a room seems
to have been a common practice or Virginia taverns and ordi.

.

nar1es when they had enough beds to do 1 t.

211•, II, 1~02.
57. Cresswell, .2:2.• 21!:.•• p. 1~~.
58. Schoepf, .2£• ~., II, 65.
56.

Chastollux, .21?•

The advertisement

89
which described a previously mentioned ordinary- also mentioned
the furniture or the' ordinary· and demonstrates the use or

several beds· to· a roan.

This part

of

th at advertisement

stated, ·"I will also sell to the purchaser {if· required).

most or the Furn1t ure belonging to the Ordinary, et least ten
good Feather Beds,

~1th

Furniture to the same; Walnut and

Mahogany Tables, Chairs, etc."S9 Since the ordinary probably
contained three bedrooms this means one of the rooms had four
beds while the others had three.

Later travellers also noted this crowded condition and

lack of' privacy end it became one of the most frequent criticisms of Virginia public houses.

George Grieve, the English-

man who first translated the Mai-quis de Chastellux•s journals
into English end who, furthermore, travelled in Virginia in
1782 at about the same time as did Chastellux, indicated that
this practice was not, however, completely restricted to
public houses or V1rg1n1a.

He noted in his Virginia account:

Throughout America, in private houses, as well as
in the inns, several people are crowded together in
the s sme room: and in the latter 1t very commonly
happens, that after you have been some time in bed a
stranger of any condition {for there is no distinction),
comes into the room, pulls off his clothes, ang plsces
himself, without ceremony between your sheets. 0
Robert Hunter, travelling near Tappahannock 1n 1785,
gave this comment on a group t>f travellers who were forced to

1771.

59. Advertisement in the Virginia Gazette, March 21,
60.

Chastellux, .2.E.• cit., II, 603.

90

share' the same bed:
We put up· at Mrs; Palmer's Tavern, where we •slept
nine in a small roan. We were fortunate enough to
get the best bed al though we came in last ••• There
were three men in one of the beds. It was curious to
hear them disputing who should sleep in the middle.
Their conversation in the night was truly laughable. 61
Arthur Middleton. in a letter to his sister Catherine
in 1793, described the poor sleeping conditions that tre.vellers
frequently encountered in Virginia public houses:. "There
are always several beds in one room, end strangers are sometimes obliged to sleep together; the sheets are mostly brown,
and seldom changed till they are dirty, whether few or many
. . .
.' .
62
people have slept in them."
The Duke de ta Bochefoucaul~
also had difficulty finding good lodgings in 1796 and wrote
of a public house in Hempton, "The inn here is detestable,
and we could find in it but two small beds to accommodate

five

passen~ers

of us who arrived together."

63

Isaac Weld, .

travelling towards Charlottesville in 1796, described similar
lodgings:

"Returning to the house, I was shewn into a room.

about ten feet square, in which

w~re

two filthy beds swarming

with bugs; the ceiling had mouldered away, and the wails admitted light in various places," 64 while Francis Baily, who

.£.:!!.,

61.

Hunter, .21?.•

62.

Wake field, .2E.• cit., p. 39.

63.

La Rochefoucaul~, .22•

64.

Weld, .2£• cit., II, 199.

p.

227.

£JJ!., II, 19.
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had just landed in America at Norfolk in 1796, concluded:
"Four beds in a room crowded pretty close together; these·
beds laid on a kind of frame without any curtains, and the

x-oorn itself wit bout any ornament, save the bare white wall,.
indicated without any other assurance, my removal into a
strange country. n 65

The traveller, of course, generally found his accommodations to be fairly adequate and al though the problems

of crowding and dirty, uncomfortable sleeping

quarte~e

were

common, he could usually expect a bed and clean sheets if the
tavern or ordinary he visited was a good one that did not

have too many guests, and this would usually satisfy him.
As Chastellux concluded, "Although the rooms and beds were

not ell we might have wished for, they were better than at

Mrs. Teaza•s, and we had no right to complain." 66
Alexander Maoulay spent a "canfortable night at Byrd's
tavern and discussed the conditions that met with his approval:
As soon as our aids had some Dinner, we started md
without any sinister accident arrived a little 1n the
night safe at Byrd's Tavern, formerly Doncastlea;)We
had a Dish of Ten, were happy to meet with a pretty
good Bed and clean 7heets, no Company in the House
excepting one Man. 6 ·

65.

Baily, .2E.• .£.!.!·~ P• 99.

66~

Chastellux, .22•

67.

Meculny, .££• cit., p. 181i.

.£.!i.•, II,

'i02.
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Maoulay described lodging conditions that were fairly
conrnon in good ordinaries and taverns.

Of course in the

large towns more luxurious lodging could be found, but also
tar poorer lodgings woPe often discovered and the traveller
was usually offered no choice in the matter.

CHAPTER V
THE PUBLIC HOUSE:

ENTERTA nw.mrrs AND SERVICES

The early Virginia taverns and ordinaries did more then
supply travellers with food and 1 odgings. for they also served
an important social function for the local community.

It was

in the 1 ocal tavern that men gathered to drink and gamble, to
discuss the la.test news end events end to give their opinions
and ideas on different subjects.

The public house, in addition,

served as an important center for various functions such as
the sale of goods, the moating of courts end organizations,
and the forwarding of mail to distant areas.
Enteza ta inment

The taverns and crdinaries or this period of'f ered a
large variety or games end sports to amuse the cu st aner.

Card

end d1o e games were probably the most common, but billards
was also quite popular and even
degree.

bowlin~

was played to some

Various sports such ea cook-fighting nnd horse racing

frequently took place near taverns and ordinaries where they
could draw larger crowds and enjoy food end drink and better
odds.

The various

gamblin~

end sporting events offered by

the public houses were, in fact, so popular and widespread

that many observers cornplaine d th at gaming had become the
chief' function of the taverns and ordinaries.

A Virginia

clergyman, for example, voiced this complaint in a letter

94
whiob was published in the Virginia Gazette in 1751:
••• It ls notorious, that Ordinaries are now, in a
great Measure, perverted fran their original Intention,
and proper Use; viv.. the Reception, Acoommodation 1 and
Refreshment of the weary and benighted Traveller; (which
Ends they least serve or answer) and ere become the
common Receptacle, and Rendezvous or the very Dreggs
of the People; even or the most lazy and dissolute that .
are to be round in their respective Neighbourhoods,
where not only Time and Money are, vainly end unprofitably,
squandered away, but (what is yet worse) where prohibited
and unlawful Games, Sports, and Pastimes are used,
followed, and practised, almost without any Intermission;
namely Cards, Dice, Horse-Racing, and Coak-fighting,
together with Vices end Enormities of every other Kind. 1
Later travellers also noted the popularity of gnm1ng
in Virginia public houses although not in such scathing terms.
The French traveller, La Rochefoucaul.d;, made this comment

while in

~ichmond

1n 1796:

"Gaming is the ruling passion of

the Virginians: st pharo, dice, billiards, at everY 1ma~1nable
game of hazard, they lose considerable sums," 2 end the Englishman, Francis Baily, made a similar statement while

stayin~

at

the Eagle Tavern in Norfolk, ". •. Th~t passion for gaming so
characteristic
dominant.

or

this stet e in particular, is most pre-

Thus, ·what time is so laudably .saved from the

bottle, 1s thrown away at the billiard-table, a cock-fight,
or at cards. n 3 Isaac Weld also found gaming to be a popular
feature in. public houses and while in Richmond 1n 1796 he remarked:

1.

!h!, Virginia Gazette, April 11, 1751.

2.

La Rocbefoucaul<t, ..2£.•

3.

Baily, .2E.•

~.,

~·•

P• 101.

II, 39.

Perhaps in no plaoe of the same size in the world
is there more gambling going forward than in Richmond.
I had scarcely alighted from my horse at the tavern,
when the landlord came to ask what.game I was most
partial to, as in such a room there was a faro table,
in another a hazard table, in a third a billiard table,
to any one or which he was ready to conduct me.4
As can be seen by these comments, dioe ond eerd games
were perhaps the most popular forms of gaming in Virginia
taverns and ordinaries, for they were easy to set up, reou1red little space. and no greot degree of skill.

Dice and

games played with dice such as hazard, which is similar to
oraps,and baokgommon, a game played with dice and checkers,
were especially popular with all classes and this anonymous
.

.

French traveller is probably not exaggerating when he wrote
while in Williamsburg in l 76lp
In the Day time people hurrying baok and forwards
from the Cap1toll to the taverns and at night carousing
and drinking In one Chamber and box and Dice in
another, which continues till morning commonly. There
is not a publiok house in Virginia but have their
tables all battered with the boxes.5.

Another visitor to Virginia, the English traveller ·sir
John Foster, noticed the popularity

or

the dice game, back-

gnmm.on, and wrote 1n 180'i:
On the first day of my lendin~ in America I dined
at the Exchange Tavern at Norfolk with rrry fellow
passengers. We were shown into a large room in which

4.' Weld, .EJ!• cit., II, 191.

5. "Journal of a French Traveller 1n the Colonies,
1765," American Historical Review, XXVI (July, 1921 ), 7'!2-7'~3.
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were several people pley1ng at backgammon while
waiting for dinner. 6
If a guest didn't care for dice, he wesll.'3ually eble
to find e game of cards.

The most popular card games during.

the period were whist, a game
and all-fours, a game
a

bankin~

sli~htly

similar to bridge,

or ohs.nee similar to seven-up, and faro,

game with cards placed in e dealing box.

Whist,

which required some training and skill, was more popular with.
the upper classes and Chastellux remarked on the popularity
7
of the game. All-fours was generally the favorite card game
of the lower classes and was a good betting game which required more luck than skill.

The disfavor with which many

or the upper classes regarded all-fours con be shown by

Philip Fithian, a tutor on the Carter Plantation of Nomln1
Hall, who commented:
I am ashamed thnt I may record here what does no
honour to my old Aunt, I saw her with three Partners
round a Table playing Cards at that vulgar aB ame fit
only for the meanest gamblers "all Fours."

Not ell members of the upper classes disliked all
tours and Daniel Fisher noted in

1755

that he saw at Chiswell's
9
tavern "two gentlemen playing all fours." The game was, how-

6.

Foster,

1.

Chastellux, oo. cit., II, 383.

e.

Fithian, .2.E•

9.

Fisher, 2.E..

-cit.,

~·

pp. 129-130.
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p. 140.
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ever, more popular With tho lower classes,

jus~

es whist hod

more favor with the upper classes, and a trnveller who wished

to

pass away his time oftan found that his ·fellow guests

interested only in dice

·ayt

cards.

WC?'e .

This, is hinted by the

anonymous French Travell·er who was staying at Mrs.· Vobes
Tavern in Williamsburg, "where all the best people resorted,"
when he commented:
••• ·I soon was like to have reason to fieperit; ·for
they ere all professed grunsters. Especially Colonel
Burd, who is never happy but when he has the box and
Dices in hand. There were ~~ny sets made at me to
get me in for the box but I had the good luck to·
Keep Clear of it, but Could not avoid playing some
rubers at whist notwi thstnnding my aversion to it. 10
Billiards was another game popular with the guests
COlOnial taverns and ordinories I end While I

beCSUSe

or

Of the

expense of the. billiard tobles, many ordinaries did not own

them, those that did had e valuable asset in bringing in
customers.

Billiard tables were held in such

h1~h

esteem

that they were an importent selling point in the sale or lease

of an ordinary as· 1s suggested by this advertisement in the
Maryland ·Gazette in 1760:
l.J°illiam Ramsay Alexandria, Va. advertises to be
rented the "Georges Tavern," tho house is described 1
contains a very good London billiard-table. On !£e
premise~ are a garden, stable, smoke house, etc.

10.

"Journal of a French Tro\J'eller in the Colonies,
1765," .2E.• ill·· pp. 741-7112.
11. "PersonRl Notes - From the Maryland Gazette,"
The W1111em £.n!1 Mory Quarterly, XII, first series, (April,

!'895>, 2oe.
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The enthusiasm tor billiards was pointed out by this·
unfortunate comment' by Fithian who came across some .enthu-

siasts when returning to the Carter:Plantation at Nomini Hall:

Rode thence in the Evening to,Port Tobacco fifteen
miles. staid here the night - For company all the
night. in my Room I had Bugs in every pert of my Bed and in the 1~xt Room several noisy Fellows playing at
Billiard~.

The popularity of billiards remained strong throughout
the period and later ·travellers also noted the enthusiasm fer
the game.

The French traveller, Ferdinand M. Bayard, made

this comment in 17911 "Gamblers would· gethett together st the
billisttd-table and 1n taverns where t bey would often spend
the entitte night, ,,l3 and Isaac Weld reached this conclusion
in 1796:
.

Indeed, throughout the lowett parts of the country
in Virginia ••• there is scarcely a petty tavern without
a billiard room, and this is always full of a set of
Idle low-lived fellows, drinking spi~1ts or playing
cards; if not engaged at the toble. q

,Another game that had some degree of popularity in
eattly Virginia taverns and ordinaries was bowling or nine

pins, which are actually two slightly different games.

Be-

cause of the amount of level land 1nvolved 1 this game was

12.

Fithian, .Ell• .2!!•• p. 146.

13. Fe?"dinand M. Bayard, Travels of a Frenchman in
Mortland and f7~1n1d with a Description Of 1'h!ladelp6Ia-;;nd
'Bal imore-rri
, e • and tttans •. Ben c. Frc'Cary (Ann Arbor;M!chlgan: """'F'r n ed by Edwards Brothers, 1950) 1 p. 51.

14. Weld, .2£• cit., II, 191.
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less popular with tavern guests, but 1t d1d make 1tsolr felt
in sane areas -as the name of the present .town

or

Bowling

Green suggests •. The English .traveller Daniel Fisher visiting
Ashley• s Tavern in 1755 noted,

0

a great ·number

or

people at

nine pins, 111 5 and Sir .. John Foster round in 18b4 that quoits,
a ge.me similar to.horseshoes, and n1ne pins 'were "much in
fashion."

16

The taverns .end ordinaries were also a frequent loca-

tion for. the more popular spectator. sports in early .Virginia,
including cockfighting, and horse racing.· This policy naturally
found gl,"eat favor with the·· owne or the public· house who actively encouraged such· events, in spite ·of legislative pro-

h1bitions1117.by frequently placing advertisements in the

Virginia Gazette ot which this one in 1752 is a good example:
"A Cock Match will be fought .on the seventh. Day or April next
at· the Ordinary formerly Seayre 's Ordinary near Hobbs Hole

18

in Essex County, for Sixty Pis toles." ·.. The oook1'1ghts drew

lBI'ge crowds and were,quite festive events as Chastellux
wrote 1n 1782:

1.s.

Fisher,_2.E,.

16.

Foster, 2.E.• cit. 1 p. 160.

17. Henning,_
1752.

18.

ill·· II, 788.

.2E• ill.•,

V1 102-103;

x,

206.

Adve:rtisement in the Virginia Gazette, February

27,
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I arrived at one o'clock at W11lis•s Ordinary, for.

the inns which in the other provinces ar America are
known .by the names of taverns, or public houses, are
in Virginia called "ordinaries." This one consists
of ·8 smell house placed ••• in the middle of the woods,
notwithstanding I found a good many people assembled
there •••• I inquired what might be the reason of this
numerous assembly in such a deserted spot, and learned
that it was a cockfight ••• When the principal promoters
of this diversion propose to match their champions,
they take care to announce 1 t to the public, and •••
this important news spreads with such fao111ty that

planters come from thirty or forty miles around,
some with cocks, but all with money f£9 betting,
which is sometimes very considerable.

Cockfighting, however, appears to have declined in
popularity later in the period.

This comment by Isaac Weld

in 1796 1 for example, shows that the sport is more restricted:
"Cockfighting is also another favorite diversion.

It is

chiefly, however, the lower olass of people that partake of
these amusements at the taverns," 20 and in 1604 Sir John

Foster round the t "Cockfighting 1s on the decline but still
exists here

am

there. n 21

Horse racing was another popular spectator sport and
the wealthy planters spent a great deel of time in selecting,

breeding and training their horses. 22 Although many of the
races were held on the plantations before private guests,

19.

Chastellux, £?£.•

20.

Weld, op.

21.

Foster, 2.E.•

22.

Chastellux,

II, 65-66.

~.,

.2!!•• II, 386.
II, 191.

.£.!!•, P• 160.
.2£• ill•, II,

!.Jl~l;

Schoepf, ..22.•
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races were fl'eQuently held neat' taverns or ordinarie a as well,

rar

hwe the spor.t could draw ·large crowds that would .increase

the betting.

Fithian in l 77S . described the betting over two

horses in a, ?'ace the t took place near an ordinary in Richmond

county with this comment: .

~Rode

this morning to· Richmond

Court-house, where two Horses run for a purse or 500 Pounds;
besides small Betts· almost .enumerable, n 23 and John Foster
found similar conditions in 1804:

"Horse racing is carried
verytar and gives rise to a good deal or gambling." 24 The

Englishman, Thomas Ashe, travelling in western Virginia in

1806 also round that horse racing

wns

at times affiliated

with the public house and described how a horse race fre-

quently had its origins at a tavern or ordinary:
Yesterday two fellows drinking in a public-house,
the conversation tm-ned on the merit or their horses two wretched animals they had ridden into town that
morning.• •• A wager,. the consequence of every argument
on this side of the mountains, was made, snd t.he poor
brutes were galloped orr to the race course. 2'5
Probably ,the most popular social function or·the
public house was to provide a place where people ·ca.tld spend
the evening in conversation over a good drink,. end the tavern

~·

ill•,

23•

Fithian,

P• 32•

2'.t.

Foster, .22• ill_., p. 160.

25. Thomas Ashe, Esq., Travels in Ame~icn (London:
Printed for Richard Philips by B. McMil!Bn, Bow Street,
Covent Garden, 1809), p, 51.
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or ordinary was a frequent meeting place where friends got
together and· enjoyed themselves. 26 The journal kept by
Nicholas· Cresswell contains frequent comments such· as,

"Spent· the evening at the Tovern," or "Drunk age in - most
princely·drunk indeed. " 2 7 This sequence: of statements by
Cresswell also shows that the fate

or

those spending too

much time in the tavern has not ch snged too .muoh:
Feb. 19, 1776
Spent the evening at the Tavern
with Messrs. Neilson, Cavan, Booker, one Doctor, Mr.
Nichols end Doctor McGuinis, a confounded mad frolic.

· Feb. 20, 1776
Very sick with my last nights
debauch. Temperance is a most finished virtue.28
The Reverend Doctor Thomes Coke,an English Methodist,
also had trouble with drinking·in a tavern on his second
vis it to Virg1n18 in 1787.

Coke wrote:

At one or the inns we joined a canpany of agreeable
men, who were not unacquainted with tho Methodists,
though they were unacquainted with God. These gentry

26. Many tavern end ordinary ke epere hed the 1r
own stills from which they turned out liquor of varying
quality. Thomas Jefferson in 1788 warned at?S.inet ordering
imported wines in Virginia public houses: lt ••• It only gives
a pretext for charging en extravagant price for an unwholesome stuff, very often or their own brewery," and La
Rochefoucault also noted this practice or brewing liquor:
"The landlord or the inn has also a distillery of whiskey,
which he distills :t'ran ·Indian corn am .wheat~ mixed in equal
proportion, and thus increases its strength.
Jefferson, .21?.•
~., XVI~, 291; and La Rochefoucauld;, .5?.• cit., II, 38.
27.

Cresswell, .!!2•

28.

~.,

P• 139.

~.,

P• 137.
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laid a plot. fc:r us, I have reason to believe• For
1n our first dish of tea there was a little taste
or ?'Um; in our second a little more; but the third
was· so strong; that on our complaining of a con•
spiracy, it seemed es if' the rum had sprung into
the tea ·itself for bothcompa~9 and waiters solemnly
protested they were innocent.

Many travellers formed very unfovoreble opinions of
Virginia public houses because of the smoung of gm:nbli~ and
drinking that ·went on and taverns an:1 ordinaries were, at

times, so unruly in appearance due to drinking and gnming
that travellers passed them by.
l118de

Daniel Fisher for example

this statement in 1755:

I· was resolved in my own mind to have rested this
night at ·southerns, but on my approach to the House
it was no more than a mere Hut, full of rude mean
people, ·and tho' some of their countenances were not
quite so unpranising as those I left at Roans, ,they
were attended with this additional discouragement to

me, that they were every one, as well as the Landlord, ., 0
inflamed with Liquor and exceeding turbulent end noisy;J

Later travellers noted similar problems w1 th drinking and
gaming, and in l 7Bli The Reverend Thomas Coke commented,
"There seemed nothing but dissipation and wickedness in the

Tavorn at which I set up •••• "31 The Enp,lish traveller Isaac
Weld wrote in 1796:

The circumstances of having the taverns thus infested
by such a set of people renders travelling extremely

unpleasant •.__ Many times I have boen forced to proceed

29.
30~

31.

Coke 1 .2.1?.•
·Fisher,

ill•,

.21?.•

p. 71.

~.,

·1r, 790-791.

Coke, 2£• ~., P• 31.
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much farther. 1n a day than I have· wished in. order.to
avoid the scenes· of· rioting and· quarrelling that· I ..
have mot with at. the ta vorns, which it 1s impossible
to escape as long os you remain in the same house
where they are. carried· on,. for, every apartment is
considered es common, end that room in which a
stranger sits down is. sure .t9 be most frequented • .3 2
The English Lieutenant, John Harriott,, also. visited
the state in 1796 end was displeased

~1th

the gaming and

drinking in the public houses.·.·· Harriott concluded:
For myself, I own that I entered Virginia with
prejudice from my objections to slavery, and travelled
but :a short distance in the state before the mnnber
of cockpits I continually saw, the horse-racings
every "*>.ore talked· of, w1 t b the drl nk1ng end gambling
so conspicuous at taverns, even in the forenoon,
convinced me that Virginia was not the uleoe to settle
my family in agreeably with my wishes. 3J
Other travellers, on the other hand, were more favorably
impressed by the amusements public houses offered their guests.

They enjoyed the informal atmosphere Of the taverns

am

ordi-

naries nnd noted that the people of the neighborhood would

gather there in pleasant conversation of the days events.
Schoepf gave a more temperate description

or

the tavern and

ordinary pastimes at Richmond in 1783:
•• ,Every evening.our inn was very full. Generals,
Colonels, Captains, Senators, Assembly-man, Judges,
Doctors, Clerks, end crowds of Gentlemen, of every

32.

Weld,

.22• !!!!•, II, 191-192.

33, Lieut. John Harriott, Stru~~les Through Ltfe,
Exemplified 'in the Various Travels arid Adventures 1n"'"'EU'rope 1
Asia, Afr1ce-;-ana-Amer1ca (London: -i:ongmnn, Hurst-;-Rees,
arid Orme, 1Bo8},II, 91. ·. See also Caldwell, .2:2• c1t. 1 pp.

1~-16.
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weight and calibre and every hue of dress, sat·a11
together about the fi~~, drinking, smoking, singing,
and talking r1 baldry • .J~
·
Several other travellers were ·al s 9 favorably impress-

ed with the bchsvior demonstrated at taverns and ordinaries.
William Loughton Smith, travelling through Virginia to South
.,

Carolina in 1791, noted:

'.

..•'

"I dinned at rather an ordi!!BI"Y

tavern at Chinkapin Church; here I met several respec"t?able
citizens of the neighborhood, after a great deal or conversation on public topics. in the course of which they spoke
their minds freely, I withdrew. to dress ••• ,~35 and La
Roohefoucaul.d;, although he differed with Smith on the .subjects
of conversation, also found the people in public houses to be
generally pleasant end orderly:

"All the inhabitants or the

plaoe meet here, as they generally do in the small inns in
America, to smoke their pipes, to drink whiskey and relate
the toils of the day: politics take up but little of their
conversation. n3 6 The -English actor and comedian, John Davis,
who travelled in the state in 1801 and 1802, fotmd .a similar

scene at Newgate, Virginia and concluded:

·"In the piazza of

Mr. Thornton's tavern I found a party or gentlemen from the
neighbouring plantations carousing over a bowl of toddy end

ill•, II, 64.
.£!!.., p. 67.

34.

Schoepf, ~·

35.

Smith, ££.•

36.

La Rochefouoaulcb, .2£• cit., II,

38.
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smoking segars.

No people could exceed those men

~n

·polite.;..

ness.37
Services
The tavern end ordinary did more than prov1d e e ocial
functions tor the· loeal community am :travellers, ror·.it

also swved as an important meeting pleoe for goods, ideas,
end people. .. Various

0

lubs met. in the ta Verne . or the

~·large

towns, 38 religious groups held revivals in the rural ordinaries. 39 court sessions occasionally met in th em, information
and advertisements wette placed on 1 ts walls, and many traders,
buyers,. an~ robbers alike used the public house as a base r:£
operation. 40

The use

or

the public house as a. center for the post-

ing of advertisements, mail, and coming events is commented

.fil.,

37.

Davia, .21?•

38.

Washington, ~·

p.

35c;.

ill•,

I, 379.-380.

39. The Reverend James· Maury gave an example or. ·tbis
practice when he wrote from hie parish at Fredericksville in
Louisa County on October 6, 17~5~ "It· seems not unproper to
infonn You that the revd Messrs Vavies & Todd have lately
been guilty or what I think Intrusions upon me, in havin§
.Preached each or them a Sermon at a Tavern in my Parish.
James Mauey, "Letters of James· Maury,-" The William and Mory
~,uarterly, second series, I (October, 19~, 277-27rr.-

40.

8ee footnotes

43, !i.5, 54, and 58.
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on by many travellers.

Daniel Fisher 1 for example 1 in 1755

noted·the use of public houses as a place for forwarding mail
but

found that the system had its faults.

Fisher staying at

Chiswell' s Ordinary wrote:
A letter directed to John Palmer, Esq. at Williams-

burg lay upon a Table, which several Persons who were
going thither viewed, but neither or them took the
trouble of conveying it as directed; a common neglect,
it seems unless it happens to be an acquaintance, or the
Person has a mind to see the I~sid e of the letter, a

Practice often Complained or.4

The German physician, Johann David Schoepf, travelling

in Virginia in 178.3 1 commented on the popularity of taverns
as a center for advertisement:

It is not al ways the custom to hanp; shield a before
taverns, but they are eas lly to be identified by the
great number or miscellaneous papers and advertisements
with which the walls end doors of these publick houses
are plastered; generally, the more of such bills ere
to he seen on a house, the better it will be found to
be. In this way the traveller is nff orded a manysided entertainment, and can inform h1~self as t~
where the taxes are heavy, where wives have run aw~!•
horses been stolen, or the new Doctor has settled.~
Schoepfts observations are supported by the Moravian

Bishop Reichel whose wagon group had several articles stolen

from it in 1780.

Reichel then commented:

Br. Aust. ~ode beck two miles to tell Leonh. Heil
who keeps an inn. He returned with him at once and
.suggested wztitinp; out a description of the stolen
articles, which could be put into an advertisement.43

41. Fisher, .2.E.• .£!.!•, II, 788.

42.

- 43.

Schoepf, .21?.• cit., II, 30; see also Wake field,

.2!?.• cit,, P• 39 •

Reichel, 21?.• cl t., p. 590.
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The public houses occasionally served other functions

as well.

At times county court sessions were held. in the

courthouse ordinary due to damage to the courthouse, 44 and
the

puq~ic

houses were also important in the exchange

or

political 1dees especially during the period of the Revolution.

The Raleigh Tavern

r or

instance was the scene

or

many polit-

ical discussions and ideas including the formation or the
committee of correspondence and the formation

or

a provincial

congress in 171~,45 and the ideas of the Revolution were a
popular topic of discussion in many other Virginia public
houses •. U1cholas·Cresswell wrote in

1775,

"This evening

·went to the Tavern to heer the Resolves of the Continental
Congress."

46

Another guest to a public house, Samuel Shepard,

who had. just re turned from Eur ope in 1776, al so round the
subject ot conversation to be politics end noted:

At Maysville Mr. Cabell asked me to the tavern •••
after which there was t elk of the re bell ion •••• I
observed that shortly the whole tav.erY company
~athered to listen to the oratorys.4·r~

"Records of Chesterfield County Court, 1781,"
The V1r~in1a Magazine .2f. Historr ~ Biography, XV. (July,

41.i.

TI'0°1) I

6.

45.

Barck and Lefler, .2£•

46.

Cresswell, .2£•

ill.•,

..£!!.,
P•

PP•

547, 572.

45.

ft7. Samuel Shepard, "Extracts from Samuel Shepard's
Diary, 1776, 1771," The William and Mary Quarterlz, XV, second
series, (October, l 9m, 411-'.t12:--
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Atter the Revolution taverns and ordinaries continued
to have en important political function, for it was at the

public house that men gathered to talk over the days events
and·· discuss political affairs..J.iS During elections

em

polit•

teal campaigns the taverns were important for political campaigns were frequently centered around a barbecue which en-

.

couraged an audience for the meal if not for the speechest

h9

and el though msny barbecues were held in the wo'>ds Foster

noted in 180li, "Barbecue·s are now oftener held at a tavem

.

-

and are vory frequent during the summer."

50

This ability or

the public house to supply the prospect! ve voter with rood
and drink made the taverns end ordinaries an important pert

of a candidate's strategy and Ferdinand Bayard in commenting
on Virginia elections in 1791 .foum that, "The taverns are

occupied by the parties. n51
The tavern and ordinary also provided a commercial
function, for it was a meeting place where goods al'D lend
could be bought and sold,· and where a business deal could

be pleasantly closed over a meal and drink.
this use

or

Bayard noted

public houses for business purposes and he wrote

footnote 36.

l,l 8.

Pee

49.

Toulmin, .2.E.• cit.; p.

5o.

Foster, .2E.• ~
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51. Bayard, .22• cit.,

-
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p • 160.
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65.
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1n 1791, "There is not ta tavern in Winchester where you will
not tind land merchants. n52 Many• traders brought their goods
to the local public house or posted· advertisements there; and
Chastellux, while at Paxtons Tavern, described the product of
one such trader:
My ·t?-aveling c anpanions having asked me to oome
and look at a very fine horse, which· stood alone .in
the stabler I was told that. it was a stallion which
this young man had brought upwards of eighty miles
to dispose of his favotts to the ma~as or the country.
His price was twenty shillings •••• -'

With the· development

or

regular stage routes and

schedules the public houses took on a new f'unct'ion, and the
taverns and ordinaries became an important part· of the stage
coach System.

The public houses developed· into regular stop-

ping places tor the stage conch and it was here that repairs
were made, horses and drivers changed, new passengers picked
up, end food and lodging provided
keeper

or

f~

the passengers. · The

the.· public house often served the stage line as an

agent end provided supplies and 1nformat1on to the drivers.
The system had 1 ts drawbacks, however, for many tavern and
ordinary keepers viewed the stage passenger as s one stay
visitor end therefore usuatly saved their better eocormnodations

for more regular guests •. Benjamin Latrobe, travelling through
Virg1 nia in 1796, noted the position of the stage passenger:

52. .!!?!.2.·· p. 87.
53. Chastellux, .2£• .2!,i.,

II,

'1C4.
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"I was shown into the ha 11 room, where eight beds were ar:ranged
for that class of citizens so little respected at taverns,
stage passengers. n54 Latrobe gave several reasons why the

stage passenger had such a low· status et a tavern:
In the first plAce he sups at the ordinary. There
are probably two or three clerks, young, permanent
residents, farmers. physicians, etc., who, boarding
at the house 1 have tho control of' the waiters and or all
the accommodations, espeoia lly es to the hours or meals.
A stage passenger is everywhere a little below the rank
of any other citizen (those who travtll in private conveyances, or course, are d1fferent.)~5
The regular stage coaches often had designated taverns

which were used as stopping places, and the tavern keeper
acted in turn as the agent of the line in that ares.

Here,

too, the stage traveller was, ·at t !mes, pla oed at e disadvantage as Robert Sutcliff noted in this incident at Fredericksburg:
Hevina; paid my fare last nir,ht to go in the mail
stage to Alexandria, I repaired to the
Tavern
this morning, at the hour appointed by the landlord,
who is, also, cl erk to the stage; but the circumsta nee
of my lodginG!'. at another inn, on account of the vem1n
with which I had been annoyed 'When I last slept at the
______ Tavern, had so displeased the man, that he had
sent off ~m stage considerably before the usual
hcur •••• 5
Traders were not the only ones to use the public house
to advantage and robbers, taking careful note of the wealth

51.i.

Latrobe, .2.E•

55.

-Ibid.,

56.

P•

ill••

o.

31.

36.

- -

Sutcliff, op. cit., p. 5li.
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or

a guest, often used the public house as a center

ation.

Of

oper-

Fithian gave this account of such an incident:

At a smell Tavern he was reeding his Horses, he
had two of much value, one he rode, and the other he
led in a Bridle - Two men both Strangers, were 1n
the House. They soon made themselves acquainted with
him, and were· uncommonly civil - He went orr.
On the. Reed, however, and at no great Distance,
they overtook him; and like Villains, struck him with
a Club from his horse; stripped him of ell his Clothes,
Money, "apers,r'.snd ••• robbinp; him or both his Horses,
they made off J 7f

From these statements we can see that the public
hcuses provided a multitude of functions, not only to the
traveller but to mombers·.or the community as well.
food and lodging to travellers, . information

and

It gave.

services to

the local community, end was even in indirect benefit fer
thieves.

57. Philip Vickers Fithian, Philip Vickers Fithian:
Journal, 177z-1776, ed. Robert G. Albion and Leonides
Dodson (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1931~ ), pp.
110-171.

CHAPTER VI
SID1MARY

The taverns and

ordins~1es

in Virginia from 1750 to

1612 were 1n1"luenoed by many fsctors.

or

The traveller, first

all, in order to reach a public house, was forced to make

his journey over n transportation syst·em that was still fair-

ly primitive.

The roads, in spite of the state laws requir-

ing maintenance, were rough and 111-kept.

They frequently

lacked even the most fundamental signs or repairs and were,
of course, often quite dangerous.

Bridges end ferries, where

they existed, also were criticised by travellers, but they

were a great improvement over the uncertainty of fording
which was required where neither bridges nor ferries existed
on a body of water.

The transportation system therefore dis-

couraged many visitors and decreased the number of prospective
customers far the public houses.

The state's laws elso had an important influence on
taverns and ordinaries.

Although legal efforts to restrict

gaming and drinking: were only lightly enforced, these restrictions end the costs of a yeerly Ol'dinary license helped
to limit the number of public houses by discouraging additional taverns and ordinaries.

To avoid these restrictions

people often resorted to absentee ownership or developed
private entertainment•

11~

The hospitality or the state was an important factor

that· governed the groWth of Virginia's public houses.

Be-

cause people in the rur el areas, especially in the early ·part
or the period, were often isolated from their· neighbors by

a good distance and yet had an· aboodance'

they often encouraged

and

or

food and sh~fter,

usually welcomed the visits or

travellers and were frequently able to provide them with

services that were superior to those· of the local ·public
house •. Many large plantation owners,

in

feet, held 'the lcoal

ordinary in low regard and often offered its visitors in-

vitations

to

their own homes.

As the population increased

later 1n the period and travelle!'s became more frequent, this

hospitality, although still prominent, became more subdued
and the demand for taverris and ·ordinaries increased~
The growth of the '!)Opulation in Virginia and the westward expansion was another factor that influenced the public
hwses especially in rural and western areas.

In 1760 1 near

the beginning or the period, far" example, when the state's

population included only 165,000 whites,

1

the number

travellers was not· so high nor was the demand for

or

pu~lic

entertainment as· great· as it was in 1810 when.the state's
white population had jumped to 562·,ld.i. 2 This gain in popu-

l.- Barck and Leffler, op. cit., p. ~o. The population or 1760 is listed et Jl'5';oocr,-or which 165,ooo were
white end l ~o,ooo were Negro.
2. The federal census or 1810 listed the state's
population at 97'i,622 of which 392,518 were slaves with an
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lat1on and the westward eY.J)anaion brought increased numbers
of travellers which enabled the state's taverns and ordinar1e a
to increase their numbers and their services.
far western areas

or

Even in the

the stet e, where only a few public

houses, which hnd doubled es trading posts, existed early
in the period, the number of taverns end ordinaries increased
considerably.
Although the taverns end ordinaries expanded in number
and improved in

se~vice

even in tho later part

as the state developed, travellers

or

the period complained about poor

rood, lnadoquate and unclean lodging, and a scarcity of
public houses.

The rural ordinaries throughout the interval

covered in this paper carried, for the most pert, a limited
selection of foods, which varied only from area to ares rather
than f'rom one house to the next, end· served meals only at. a
speoiric time.

The traveller was often tber.efore given little

variety in meals end if he arrived at the wrong time was often
t'orced to do with out food.

Travellers complained even more

about 1nadequa te lodging.

Furniture was usually reduced to

a simple minimum and as the public houses frequently had only
a l 1m1ted number of beds, strangers were often forced to al.eep
together or on the floor far 1 ack of room.

These lodgings

were often quite dirty end many travellers complained

or

additional 20,000 free Negroes. Philip Alexander Bruce,
Vir~1n1a P.ebirth of the Old Dominion (Chicago:
The Lewis
Pub lsfi!ng Company, rn9/,I, t~lt3.
.
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sleeping among fleas and ticks. ·Yet in spite or those unpleasant conditions, the state's taverna and ordinaries eppear
to have been the equal
many travellers, when

those 1n the rest

or

or

those in the rest of America, en:l

comperin~

Virginia public houses with

America, were favorably impressed.

The taverns and ordinaries or the period 1 in addition

to supplying rood and loog1ng, also performed many valuable
services.

They served as cent era for gaming with cards, dice,

and b1111ards 1 and were the frequent meeting place
f'i ghts.. on:l horseracos.

or

cock

The public house was also the place

where local residents gathered to drink and t elk of the day•s

events nnd .al though the amount of ganinr: and drinking re-

pulsed some visitors, other travellers were favorably impressed.

The taverns end ordinaries, in addition, had an important

influence on politics, served· as a center for

trade~s,

end

doubled as a clearing house for lost articles, advertisements,
and letters.

Later in the period the public houses also

served ns en important stopping place for

sta~e

many tavern keepers doubled as stage agents.

coaches eno

The public

houses of Virginia from 1750 to 1812 there fore, in spite of
many difficulties, managed to provide many entertainments
and services for the travcllot'.
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